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Section II. THEORY 

Page 6, 5th line: "phanomena" should read "phenomena". 

Page 10, equation (II-lla): first term should read 

~ C
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(k; -' Ik+hI
2

) e2ni (k+h).;. 
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Page 10, equation (II-lla): second term should read 
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hI g~O 
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2 71i (k+h I ). t " 
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UCRL-18l58 

~age 12, 11th line of writing: "k+g" sh~tild read "Ik+gl". 
. ,,""~ 

Page 13, equation (II-16) : "k cos e lie" should read "(k cos eB)lle". r B r 

Page 14, 3rd line of figure caption: "g/2 -+ -+ -+ 
+ x" should read II g/2 + f::.x". 

Page 18, 1st line of equation (II-26): 
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Page 18, 2nd line of equation (II-26): 
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+ 1 should read" 

Page 19, equation (II-30a): IICI + C " 
o 0 

Page 19, equation (II-30b): "Cl + C " 
g g 

should read 

-2k ,(k, + s - k~z·) 'rz ' rz 

U 

should read IIC1 +C2" • 
o 0' 

should read "Cl + C2" • 
g g 

Page 20, equation (II-3ld): "C " 
g 

should read "C2" • 
g 
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Page 21, 8th line: "thatn" should read "than". 

Page 25, equation (II-43b): "(k t t) " rz 0 
should read "(k t) t" • rz 0 

Section III. THE COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION IN ELECTRON 

IMAGES. 

Page 38, line 10: Although the most common observation of Kikuchi 

bands is that where the dark line is nearer the center and the outside line 

is white, Thomas and Be1129 have shown, using the dynamical behavior of 

Kikuchi lines, that this arrangement can be reversed if a suitab'ly small 

field limiting aperture is used on a low-angle wedge-shaped foil. 

Section IV. APPLICATIONS OF THEORY TO REAL PROFILES 

Page 43, equation (IV-3b): should read 

Page 47, equation (IV-4): should read 

-A e 

-2A 
e 

. ( n ·1) I -. + = .....-.;.t:,;;;.....\.,_-=2'--· __ '-_ 

It:, (1) 
Page 52, 5th line from bottom: "negative" should read "positive". 

Page 52, 4th line from bottom: "positive" should re~d "riegative". 

Page 53, equations (IV-lOa) and IV-lOb): ">"·should read "<" . 

Page 58, 1st line of writing: "I" should read "IL;". 
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Section V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 

Page 63, 8th line from bottom: "point" should read "pointed". 

Page 64, 2nd line from bottom: "from" should read "from the". 

Section VI. INCIDENT INTENSITY 

Page 89, 2nd line of equation (VI-I): '''I~ should read IIR" . 
P~ge 90, equation (VI-4): "(VI; - I~) " should read '" (€ -R)I'· 

Section VII. THE DYNAMICAL ENVELOPE 

page 104, line 9: "ten percent" should read "10 to 25 per cent". 

Section VIII. THE ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION PARAMETER 

page 139: Ignore discussion about figure VIII-3. 

Pages 14'0 - 141: Ignore figure VIII-3. Reference to the article, 

"Many-ray approximation in the dynamical theory of ' electron diffraction", 

A. Fukuhara, Journ. Phys. Soc. Japan, b!:., 2645-2662, December 1966, has led 

to the realization that the micrographs shown in figure VIII-3 were obtained 

from the (222) reflection in aluminum. During exposure of the plate this 

is' what the record showed. Upon observing ,the fine fringe spacing, it was 

assumed the objective aperture had mistakenly been placed over the (111) 

spot in the diffraction pattern, while the crystal was set for stron (222) 

diffraction. Had it been so, the background maximum would have been obtain-

able. As it is, the maximum intensity levels (ignoring fine fringe fluctua-

Hons) in figure VIII-3d are the first intensity maxima for the ,(222) reflec-

tion, i.e., the dark-field intensity peaks at the first half extinction 

distance (rnu]r;n'p-hp~m (,~Q"')-
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The removal of this data from the discussion does not affect the 

results obtained for the anomalous parameter, since it was used purely 

as correlative information. The fact that the curves in figure VIII-4 

for 2b4 cross indicates that the background maxima must be reasonably 

near t=3. 

Section IX. EMPIRICAL SOLUTIONS 

Page 148, equation (IX-7): "0.545te-.224t" should read "0.545te-~224t " 

Page 158, equation (IX-18a): 

page 158, equation (IX-19a) : 

Section X. DISCUSSION 

Page 162, 1st line of writing: 

Page 166, 3rd line of writing: 

Page 172, 11th and 12th lines: 

curves". 

Section XI. CONCLUSIONS 

"I( t) " liD 

"I(t) " 
lIF 

" I (t) 
o 

should 

should 

" 

read "I (t) " II D . 
read "I (t) " II F 

. 

should read " I (t) " II 

"2B· " h ld d "2B II 220 s ou rea OOZ' 

"I and I " should read "I and I II ~ II ~ 

Page 183, 6th line from bottom: "undeterminably" should read "undeter-

minable". 

·Page 184, 8th line: "esimtate" should read "estimate". 
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ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION OF ELECTRONS 

Walter Lee Bell 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, La\vrence Radiation Laboratory, 
and the Department of Mineral Technology, College of Engineering, 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

May 1968 

ABSTRACT 

The two-beam theory of electron diffraction in absorbing crystals is 

developed and its applicability to real diffracting media is investigated 

using electron micrographs, of wedge-shaped foils of silicon and aluminum, 

obtained in a one-hundred thousand volt electron microscope. The anomalous 

absorption phenomenon believed to exist would be evidenced in electron 

micrographs by a significantly greater intensity of electrons being passed 

through a diffracting crystal than would be possible if only a simple mean 

linear absorption parameter vlere present. An anomalous absorption para-

meter is also predicted to exist, but the methods for measuring this para-

meter ignore the presence of diffuse background intensity which can simulate 

the effects of the anomalous parameter. 

Using microphotometer traces obtained from the electron micrographs 

it is determined, by canceling background contributions to the intensity 

and by empirical methods, that the anomalous parameter exists and that the 

values obtained by conventional methods are usually wrong and influenced 

to a great extent by the magnitude and distribution of diffuse radiation, 

which in turn depel1l~s upon the diffracting material, the surface condition 

of the material, and the manner in \·;rhich the electron microscope is operated 
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to control inherent divergence in the incident beam. 

Evidence is presented that Imv-energy-10ss electrons, assumed by the 

theory to be absorbed, actually re-enter the dynamical beams, effectively 

amplifying the information carried by these beams. Such re-entrainment of 

electrons makes the apparent incident intensity and the apparent mean para

meter increase' with' foil thickness~ HO\vever the average mean parameter is 

found to be a crystal constant and independent of the diffracting planes. 

The anomalous' parameter is found not to be a crystal constant and 

depends upon the specific diffracting planes and, in addition, upon the 

structure of the diffracting crystal. In fcc aluminum the anomalous ab

sorption length increases with higher-order diffracting planes in such a 

way that the ratio of the imaginary part of the Fourier coefficient of the 

lattice potential to the real part is fairly constant. In silicon, the 

irregularly-spaced (111) diffracitng planes exhibit less anomalous absorp

tion than do the regularly-spaced (220) planes. 

In this investigation it is sho\m that the single most important in

fluence upon measured absorption parameters is divergence in the incident 

beam, which can be lessened by defocusing the condenser lens of the micro

scope. We11-defocused incident illumination gives micrographs whose in

tensity profiles are very \ve11-deve1oped?nd can be used to obtain con

sistent absorption parameter measurements. 
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. L INTRODUCTION 

A detailed historical treatment of electron diffraction will not be 

required for this thesis, since the following sections contain a complete 

development of the theory for perfect crystals and its application to ex-

perimental data. Similar or equivalent developments can be found in most 

. 1-4 
texts on electron diffraction. In re~ent times Howie5 was the first to 

approach the problem of electron diffraction in crystals containing defects. 

His phenomenological approach led to a set of differential equations from 

which the intensity fluctuations in images around def.ects could be deter-

mined theoretically. 
···2· . 4 

Amelinckx and Thomas and Bell have presented deri-
.. , 

vatioris 6f similar· equations starting from the Schroedinger equation for 

the motion of an electron in a periodic potential. 

In a perfect crystal, electron diffraction is accompanied by the form-

ation of Bloch waves inside the crystal which restrict the flow of electrons 

to the direction parallel to the diffracting planes. Two distinctly dif-

ferent Bloch waves arise in the two-beam dynamical theory, one whose maxi-

mum electron density lies on the diffracting planes, the other with elec-

trons between these planes. A similar result is obtained in x-ray diffrac-

6 tion theory and the Borrmann effect is the name given to the phenomenon 

wherein the two Bloch waves are subjected to different degrees of absorp-

tion due to the different absorbing characteristics of bound and free elec-

tronsfor x-rays. The process is alternately and interchangeably called 

anomalous absorption or anomalous transmission because the intensity of 

radiation in both the transmitted and diffracted beams is greatly enhanced, 

over that expected when only a mean linear absorption parameter is considered, 
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_when an x-ray beam is incident on a crystal at or near the Bragg angle for 

diffraction. Two absorption parameters are presented in the anomalous 

absorbing theory of dynamical diffraction of x-rays; one a mean absorption 

parameter and the other an anomalous absorption parameter. Absorption is 

introduced into the x-ray theory by assuming the periodic dielectric con-

stant has small imaginary components associated with the Fourier coeffi-

cients which are used to describe this periodic dielectric constant. Dis

persed wave ~ector~ then have suitable imaginary components to describe 

absorption in a man~er agreeing' with the experimentaily observed Borrmann 

, ·2 6:' 
,effect. ' 

The mechanisms 'of scattering coherently and elastically differ for 

x-rays and electrons, x-rays being scattered by the orbital electrons of 

, 7' , 
the ionic cores' and electrons by the positively charged ionic cores them-

selves. The atomic scattering amplitudes or scattering factors for x-rays 

are about a thousand times smaller than those for electrons. 8 In spite of 

the different scattering mechanisms and the ~ifferent scattering ampli-

tudes, the Bloch waves allowed for x-rays in a medium with a periodic di-

electric constant are identical in form to those allowed for electrons in 

a medium with a periodic potential. 

, , 9 
It was then suggested by Hashimoto, Howie and Whelan that ,a counter-

part of the Borrmann effect existed for electrons and that the absorption 

mechanism could be introduced into the dynamical theory by assuming the 

Fourier coefficients of the periodic potential had small imaginary components 

in addition to their real components. The result is the dynamical theory 

of electron diffraction in absorbing crystals and contains, in the two-

beam theory, both mean and anomalous absorption parameters. 

• 

'j 
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The anomalous absorbing theory explains a large number of experimentally 

. .. 9 
observed details. It has wide applicability,. particularly in images of 

foils containing defects. A few examples of where the two-beam absorbing 

theory is applicable are as follows. By comparing images of a defect in 

micrographs made from both the transmitted and di,ffracted beam, it can be 

determined which surface of the crystal it lies nearer. 5 Similar results 

can also ·be obtained from only the diffracted beam when the incident radia-

tion is not exactly at the Bragg angle for the particular diffracting 

• 10 planes. The nature of a defect, whether interstitial or vacancy, can 

often be determinedl1 , 12,13 and the strain on the surrounding lattice can 

, 11 
be estimated. These are only a few of the more important applications; 

, , 
many more exist and hundreds of reports exist using the absorbing theory 

, . 

to interpret data obtained by electron microscopy. 

Although there is widespread acceptance of the theory of anomalous 

absorption of electrons, there are those who believe that a Borrmann ef

fect does not exist for electrons. Heidenreich1 believes that the apparent 

anomalous behavior of electrons in crystals can be explained by the presence 

of "eigenloss" or inelastically scattered electrons which contribute to 

the images and the "ad-hoc" assumptions about the absorption mechanism 

. 'f· d S k 14 . . h ·f· h 1 are not Just~ ~e. tur. ey ma~nta~ns t at spec~ y~ng t at e ectrons are 

absorbed either on the atom planes or between them would violate the in-

determinacy principle. Por electrons ~p ~x 2 h reduces to ~k ~x 2 1; the 
x x 

products of the uncertainties in wave number and position must be greater 

than un;ty.15,16 If h .. 1 ' ... h ~ t e uncerta~nty ~n an e ectron s pos~t~on ~s on t e 

o 
order of lA, the order of interplanar spacings in most crystals, then the 

uncertainty in its wave number must be on the order of lA-I. Electron wave 
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riumbers in an electron microscope, operated at 100 kV, are about 0.04A- 1 

and its uncertainty is much less than this because of the excellent stability 

8 
of the high voltage power supply. Therefore the uncertainty in an elec-

tron's position in the crystal must be much larger than lAo 

If an anomalous absorption parameter exists, then it would seem to be 

a simple matter to measure it and end the controversy. The two-beam absorb-

ing theory gives simple equations for the intensities to be expected from 

a perfect crystal~ ·and, if the intensities on electron micrographs behaved 

as predicted by th~ theory, the anomalous parameter could easily be deter

m:i..ned~ Unfortuna:tely~ electron images always contain some amount of diffuse 

or inelastic -'backgr~tmd intensity which in most cases is inseparable and 

absorption parameter measurements are affected by the presence of this 

radiation. 

Energy selecting microscopes have recently been developed which can 

f h . 1 . d·· f h 1 . 17,18,19 separate most 0 t e ~ne ast~c ra ~at~on rom tee ast~c. Such 

experiments indicate that the absorbing theory describes the situation 

correctly. However, most studies are made using conventional electron 

microscopes and strict application of the theory to intensity profiles 

yields absorption parameters which vary widely among different investiga-

tors and even individual investigators obtain varying results by adjusting 

experimental conditions. 

This thesis deals with the application of the dynamical absorbing 

theory to experimentally obtained electron micrograph int.ensities .In 

particular it studies in some det~il the effect of varying background in-

tensities upon the measured absorption parameters. After a det~iled dev-

elopment of the t\olO-beam dynamical theory, various factors which can affect 
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experimental results are presented. A number of methods of applying the 

two....:beam theory to experimental data are explained and then the experimental 

conditions used are covered. Experimental data are obtained from silicon 

and aluminum which, because of their low atomic numbers, are two of the 

most electron-transparent crystals there are, and hence fairly thick crys-

tal.sof these materials can be studied. 
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II. THEORY 

In order to understand electron diffraction, it is necessary to 

understand the changes that occur in the wave vector of an electron as 

the electron passes through a solid medium, say a thin foil placed in the 

electron microscope.· The changes in wave vector are manifest in such 

phanomena as reflection, refraction, dispersion, and diffraction. Thus 

for an electron used in diffraction studies, interest must be focused 

upon its wave number and its direction, and it is possible to character-

ize the electron by plotting vectors in wave space or reciprocal space. 

The wave number of an electron accelerated in an electron microscope 

can be calculated from the kinetic energy equation (non-relativistic ap-

proximation): 

·K. E. eE ~ 
2m 

(II-I) 

where: e = the unit of electron charge 

E the accelerating voltage. 

p the momentum of the electron 

m the mass of the electron 

h = Planck's constant 

k the wave number, the reciprocal of the wavelength. 
'~ 

Then the vacuum wave number is k = (2meE)1/2/h. . v 

First consider what happens when the electron leaves the vacuum and 

enters a medium of constant inner potential such as an ideal amorphous 

material. The potential energy of an electron is negative inside the 
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material and equal to -eV , where V is the inner potential. The kinetic 
o 0 

energy is e (E + V ) and the wave number of the ,electron will change to 
, 0 

k = [2me(E+ V )]1/2/h,which, since V is positive, represents an increase 
r ,0 0 

in the wave number above that of the vacuum wave number corresponding to 

the increase in kinetic energy. Boundary conditions at the surface of the 

material require th~t the wave vector components parallel to the surface 
. :. . 

be equal 'on eit~er side of the interface. Thus this change in wave number 

~ccurs by means of a change in the wave vector component perpendicular to 

the foil surface. What occurs is not merely a change in wave number, but 

a change in'direction of the electron due to the change in wave vector. 

In other words, refraction occurs when the electron leaves the vacuum and 

enters a material medium. The refracted wave vector is only slightly dif-

ferent than the vacuum wave vector, but it is a necessary first step before 

dispersion of the electron wave can occur. 

Reflection also occurs at the surface of the medium, but the reflec-

tion coefficient is so small, being about 10"7,5, 'that the presence of a re-

flected wave can be ignored in the rest of the discussion. 

Now attention will be devoted entirely to materials which are crystal-

line in nature and therefore have a periodic lattice potential rather than 

a constant inner potential.l~4,20-27 The periodic potential of a crystal 

is given by: 

V(;) = ~Vgexp(2TIig.l~) 
g 

(II-2) 

,,,here V is the Fourier coefficient of the periodic potential corresponding 
g 
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-+ 
to the reciprocal la~tice vector g; the summation is taken over the entire 

reciprocal lattice, including the origin. 

Electrons entering the crystal from the vacuum will be required to 

satisfy the Schroedinger equation: 

= o 

in the vacuum and 

o 

in the crystal. Expressing the periodic potential as 

-+ 
VCr) "VO +L V

g
exp (21Tig.;) 

·gi=O 

the mean refracted wave number is given by (E + V ) 
. 0 

Fourier coefficients can be defined by 

u 
g 

The Schroedinger equation in the crystal then becomes 

- 0 

The solutions of this equation are Bloch waves of the form 

(II-3a) 

(Il-3b) 

(II-4) 

(II-5) 

(II-6) 
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-+ , ljJ(r) (II-7) 

where h is again a reciprocal lattice vector and Ch the corresponding Bloch 

coefficient. The running index has been chosen here as h to avoid confusion 

later ,on. 

Using 

and substituting the Bloch wave solutions for 1jJ, there results, 

--. '""' 'LJ 
h 

Equation (11-6) now becomes 

-L: 
h 

and then 

-+ -+ -+ 
-(2n)2L: chik+hi2e2ni(k+h).r 

h " 

(II-8) 

-+ -+ -+ 

C 2ni(k+h)'r 
he o 

(II-9) 

o 

(II-10) 

The last term in Equation (II-10) can be handled as follows: 
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2:2: 
g'!O h. 

LL 2:2: 
g'!O h'=h+g h' g'!O 

-+ -+ -+ -+ 

C 
2TIi(k+h+g)·r 

Ug he 

-+-+ -+ 
U C e2ni (k+h ' )·r 

g h'-g 
(II-lOa) 

It is possible to reverse the order of summation because both g and hare 

-+ -+ -+ 
reciprocal lattice vectors and hence h' = h+g is also a reciprocal lattice 

vector. Equation (11-10) then becomes 

h 

-+ -+ -+ ("" e 2TIi (k+h)'r + L..J 
. h' 

) 

-+-+-+ 
"" U C I e 2TIi (k+h ' ).r L..J g h -g . 
g'!O 

(II-lla) 

and, dropping the prime notation, 

.2: ]. -+-+-+ + . U C e 2ni (k+h)'r 
g h-g 

g'!O 

o (II-llb) 

Since the Bloch solution is expected to satisfy the Schroedinger equa-

tion at all points in the crystal, the solutions of Equation (II-llb) must 

-+-+ -+ . 
be independent of the various phase factors, 2ni(k+h)'r, and for any h, 

o (II-12) 

If there are n+l Bloch coeffi~ients, CO' C
1

, ••• , Cn' Equation (11-12) 

can be expressed as the product of matrices as follows: 



.. 

k 2 _ 
r Ikl 2 

U 
g1 

U 
gn 

k 2 
r 

U 
-gl 

Ik+gl l2 

U 
gn-l 
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U 
-gn Co 

C
1 

C 
n 

0 

0 

o 

(II-l3) 

that is, the product of each row of the square matrix and the column matrix 

of Bloch. coefficients is a zero element of the last column matrix, and each 

product equation is just Equation (11-12) with a different value of h. No-

tice that, although the periodic potential of the crystalline lattice was 

originally represented using all the reciprocal· lattice vectors, the solu-
.. ... + 

tion entails using only n+l reI-vectors, g, and only 2n+l Fourier coeffi-

cients, u , counting the origin of reciprocal space, when there are n+l Bloch 
g 

coefficients. 

From this point onward, discussion will be restricted to the two-beam 

situation, where only the Bloch coefficients of the transmitted, or forward-

diffracted, wave, C , and that of one diffracted wave, C , are significantly 
o g 

larger than zero, i.e~, C ,C »C, C ,'" and C ,C ... ~ O. The o g n n-l n n-l 

other n-l Bloch coefficients are not really zero, or else Equation (11-12) 

would be violated, but they are closely enough so that they can be ignored. 

Equation (11-13) then becomes: 
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C) (II-14) 

Firstly, it will be assumed that the crystal is centro..:.symmetric, in which 

case U = U. Secondly, it is assumed that the foil normal is normal to 
-g g 

+ 
the reciprocal lattice vector concerned, g, in which case the vacuum wave 

vector and the mean refracted wave vector differ only in their components 

+ 
normal to·g. Inside the crystal, if dispersion occurs, the dispersed wave 

vectors will differ fro~ the mean refracted wave vector in their components 

normal to the reciprocal lattice vector for the same reason that all in-

terior wave vectors must have the same component parallel to the surface 

as does the exterior wave. If the squared values of the wave numbers, k 
r 

(the mean refracted wave number)., k (the forward-diffracted wave number 

.allowed as an eigenvalue of the wave equation), and k+g (the diffracted 

wave number also allowed as an eigenvalue), are expressed as the sum of 

the squares of the components parallel to and perpendicular to the recipro-

cal lattice vector, :then for an arbitrary incident beam making an angle 

8B+D8 with the diffracting planes, where 8B is the Bragg angle: 

+ (f 
.. 2 

k2 k2 + DX) (II-lSa) r rz 

k2 k2 + ( .B. 
z 2 + DX)2 (II-lSb) 

Ik+gl 2 
+ (~ ...;. DX)2 + (f + DX)2 - 2gDX = k2 k2 (II-1Sc) z z 

·\,There the subscript z is used to denote components normal to the reciprocal 

~ 

... ., 
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lattice vector and !:J.x is, as shown in Figure II-la: 

tx k sin (8
B 

+ t,e) k sin 8
B 

= k sin (OB + 2,0) - .& 
r r r 2 

k sin 8
B 

(cos MB - 1) + k sin M cos 8
B r r 

~ k cos 8
B

M (II-l6) 
r 

for small M. 

The macroscopic deviation parameter of the dynamical theory is the 

vector, parallel to the reflecting planes extending from the reciprocal lat-

tice point to the Ewald sphere, as shown in Figure II-lb: 

-+ 
s 

-+ -+ -+ 
(g+s) - g 

This is most conveniently used as a scalar 

s - gM 

with positive and negative values corresponding to the sign of !:J.8. 

Assuming cos 8
B 

= cos (8
B 

+ !:J.8), Equation (11-16) now becomes: 

!:J.x 

(II-17a) 

(II-17b) 

(II-18) 

Combining Equations (II~15) and (11-18), the matrix elements on the 

main diagonal become: 

(II-19a) 
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(a) For the refracted wave incident upon the reflecting planes 
at eB + je, the component of the wave vector normal to these 
planes is i/2 + ~. (b) The vector t in ~eciprocal space 
connects the reciprocal lattice point to the Ewald sphere. 
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k2 - k2 + 2k s rz z rz 
(II-l9b) 

Equation (II-14) then becomes: 

u 

2k J Co) C) (II-20) 

rz g 

Assuming the allowed wave vector components, k , differ only slightly in . z 

magnitude from the mean refracted wave vector component, k ,the fo11owrz . 

ing approximation is made: 

2k (k -kz ) rz rz 
(II-21) 

Dividing each element in the square matrix of Equation (II-20) by 2k 
rz 

will not change the validity of the statement, and a simplified equation 

results: 

(

k -k 
r~ , 

2k . 
rz 

U 
2k 

rz 

k - k + s rz z 

(II-22) 

Equation (11-22) has a non-trivial solution only if the determinant 

of the square matrix is zero, in which case what is obtained are the eigen-

values of the components of the allowed wave vectors normal to the recipro-

cal 1atti~e vector 

k + rz 
s 
2 

1 
2 

(11-23a) 
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+ 
1 
2 

u2 

k2 (II-23b) 
rz 

, ' 

There are two wave vector components parallel to the diffracting planes; 

" ." ", . 
each of these forms a transmitted and a diffracted wave vector when the 

, ' 

wave vector' components no.rmal to the planes are acco.unted for. Hence there 
, ' 

are four wa';'e vectors inside the crystal: two dispersed waves traveling 

in the forwcitrd beam direction and two dispersed waves traveling in the dif-

fracted beam directio.n. Figure 11-2 Sho.WS these dispersed and diffracted 

wave vectorsa~d their relatio.ns 'to the recipro.cal lattice vecto.r for an 
;. . . 

arbitrary a.ngle'of incidence o.f electrons of the angle 8
B 

+ M. The dis-

persion c~rves (he~.;,y lines) represent theint~rsection of "dispersio.n sur-

faces" with the plane containing the incident wave vecto.r and the recipro-

cal lattice vector. Rotation about the reciprocal lattice vector will form 

two dispersion surfaces which, in cross section, may appear usually as the 

dispersion lines in Figure 11-2; however, multiple beam interactions will 

occur periodically and modify the separations of the two dispersion lines 

and introduce new dispersio.n lines. In this respect, by ignoring higher 

order simultaneous reflections, the diagram of the dispersion surface pre

sented by Heidenreichl is incorrect. 

The two transmitted and the two diffracted waves are: 

IjJl 
o 

tjJ2 
0. 
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Fig. 11-2. The dispersed~qave vectors extend from points on the 
dispersion (heavy) lines to the ends of the reciprocal 
lattice vector. 
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2rri[k1z + (! - Llx)x] 
1 C1e Z (II-24c) ljJg g 

ljJ2 
. 2ITi [k~z + (! - Llx)x] 

(II-24d) C2e .g g 

The two Bloch waves are: 

21Ti[k1z - (l'Ix)x] { -2rrH /'f) 2rri <-'7) } 
ljJl ljJl . z 

C1e + C1e (II-2Sa) ljJr + e 
0 g 0 g 

ljJ2.+ 
. hi [k2 z -(Llx) x] { -2rri(-'7) 2 rri <ll}) I 

ljJ2 z 
C2e + C2e (II-2Sb) ljJII e 

0 g o g 

The Bloch coefficients can be determined from Equation (II-22) after inser-

tion of the allowed wave numbers given in Equation (II-23) and as a general 

expression: 

ci '-u 
Ci 

-2k k + s - ki 

C
i rz rz z 

= 
0 2k k ki g 

U 
g 

rz rz z 

J5k 2 '] [ 5k (_l)i 1 c~ rz 
+ + (II-26) ---

. U 
rz 
U 

It is now convenient to define a parameter called the "extinction dis-

tance" as 

t 
o 

k 
rz 
u 

(II-27a) 

and also to define the dimensionless macroscopic deviation parameter of the 

dynamical theory as 
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Equation (11-26) then becomes 
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st 
o = 

sk 
-E 

u 
(II-27b) 

(II-28) 

If there is an electron intensity in the vacuum of I the vacuum wave can 
o 

be described by 

ljJv = 

~ ~ 

2TTik ·r Foe v 

At the incident surface of the crystal (r=O), the amplitudes of the trans-

mitted waves the diffracted waves inside the crystal must match those out-

side the crystal and, from Equatiori (II-24): . 

C1 + C = Fa 0 0 
(II-30a) 

C1 + C 0 
g g 

(II-30b) 

Combining Equations (II-28) and (II-30) yields 

C1 ~0 + 
: w2') 

0 VI 
(II-31a) 

V; (1- W ) C2 

VI , 
0 + w2 

(II-31b) 

C1 VI: = 
g 2~ 1 + \17

2 ' 

(II-31c) 
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c 
g 

. (II-3Id) 

as the four Bloch coefficients. If the vacuum wave is incident at the Bragg 

angle, s = w = 0 and -C 1 
g 

.~/2 .. The Bloch waves become 
o 

WI (II-32a) 
.~ 2ni (k - 1/2to)z rz .. nx 

e sm d 
2 

{f;; 2ni (k + 1/2to)Z . rz nx 
e cos d 2 

WII (II-32b) 

I where g = d has been substituted. These equations indicate a number of in-

teresting features:· Firstly, the two Bloch waves have different distribu-

tions; the type I wave has nodes at the atomic planes (x = 0, d, ... , nd), 

while the type II wave has nodes halfway between the planes. Secondly, the 

propagation direction is along the z direction, i.e., parallel to the atomic 

planes. Thirdly, the two waves are out of phase by the amount z ; this 
t 

o 
represents the phase change due to a wave vector difference at the Bragg 

I U· 
angle of k = ~ = ~ between the type I and type II waves. There is a 

o rz 
corresponding kinetic energy difference 

6(KE) 2 eVg (II-33) 
m 

which arises because of the different potential energy states for the two 

types of Bloch waves. The type II wave is distributed preferentially on 

the atomic planes, hence in the regions of the atomic cores, and hence at 

a brge negative potential energy. Its kinetic energy is correspondingly 

. .,. 
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higher than that of the type I wave 'which is distributed preferentially be-

• tween the atomic planes at a relatively small negative potential energy • 

The distributions of electron intensity inside the crystal are simply, 

I sin2 1TX 
o d 

(Il-34a) 

I cos 2 1TX 
o d· 

(1I-34b) 

and these are illustrated in Figure 11-3. The question which immediately 

arises is will not the type II wave, localized on the atomic planes, be 

subjected to much'stronger absorption thatn the type I wave which experiences 

primarily interactions with the electron gas of a crystalline solid rather 

than with the atomic cores. This is the question that the anomalous ab-

sorption theory attempts to answer. 

Absorption is formally introduced into the theory by assuming the 

Fourier coefficients of the mean lattice potential are complex, i. e. , 

v -;. V + iV' in Equation (11-2) and U -;. U + iU' in Equation (II-5). 
g g g . g g g 

The development is the same except that the mean refracted wave number and 

the dispersed wave numbers now involve the square roots of complex numbers. 

The square root of the complex number (x + iy) is: 

(x + iy)1/2 "{;+ 
iy 

for (II-35) 
2,,&, 

The imaginary part of the lattice potential is estimated to be about one-

tenth the magnitude of the real part and Equation (11-35) is assumed valid. 

The refracted wave number now becomes: 
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.~~ 
atom planes 

Fig. 11-3. The Bloch wave distributions or electron probabilities 
. for w = 0 (Bragg condition) consists of two distinct 
configurations, one with nodes on the atom planes and 
the other \vith nodes halfway between these planes. 
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~2me(E 
i 1 ~2me(E vo)' 

2meV' 
k 1 iV~) + i 

0 
-+ + V + + r h 0 h 

2h ~2me (E + vo)' 

iU' 
k + 

0 (II-36) 
r 2k 

r 

In a similar manner, the dispersed wave numbers from Equation (II-23) are 

, iU' i JS2 
, 

k 
0,' s' , ~-l) ~U + iU,)2 

+ 2k + 2 + 2 + 2 r,z krz rz 

iU' 2' iU'U (_l)i. 0 s U [~S2 + k + + + + 2k 2 2 k~z 
k2 )s2 + 

rz 'rz 
rz 

Ignoring the term _(U,)2/k2 
rz 

k 
rz + 

iU' 
o 

2k 
rz 

+ 
s 
2 + 

after substituting inw and t from Equation (11-27). 
o 

(II-37a) 2'] 
kt 

(II-37b) 

The quantity U' /k is normally defined 'as l/~' where ~' is called the 
, 0 rz 0 0 

"mean absorption length" and U'/k is normally defined as l/~' where ~' is 
, rz· g g 

the "anomalous absorption length"; both are measur,es of attenuation dis tances 

for electrons in the crystal. For purposes of this paper, the following 

definitioris shall be used: 

U' 
o 

k rz 
(II-38a) 
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where A and B play the roles of absorption coefficients. 

(II-38b) 

The dispersed wave numbers in the absorbing crystal now become: 

(A -
B J kl i s 1 ~w2 I 

(II-39a) + k + + 1 
z 2nt -Vw2 . + rz 2 t 

0 0 

(A + 
B J I 

k 2 i + k + 
s + 1 ~w2 + 1 (II-39b) = 2 z 2nt 

,""w2 + 
rz t 

0 0 

The dispersed waves in the crystal, Equation (II-24), can now be suit-

ably modified and the Bloch wave intensities at the Bragg angle of incidence, 

Equation (II~34), become 

-2 (A-B) z 

'* I to sin2 ~ ljirljiI = e 
0 d 

(II-40a) 

.:..2 (A+B) z 

* to .!2S 
ljinwII I e cos 2 

0 d 
(II-40b) 

It is immediately obvious that the type I wave suffers less absorption 

than does the type II wave provided,ofcourse, the anomalous absorption 

parameter B is greater ~han zero. This is the heart of the anomalous ab

sorption theory of electron diffraction; if electron,s' can be "channeled" 

through the crystal in this manner, the intensities of a diffracted beam 

could be anomalously higher than they would if only mean absorption were 

present. At a maximum value of B=A, fifty per 'cent of the incident radia-

tion \vould pass through the crys tal without being absorbed, regardless of 
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the thickness of the crystal, and would be distributed equally between the 

• forward and diffracted beams • 

Upon leaving the crystal by passing through its lower surface, the 
.. 

electrons split up into transmitted and diffracted beams whose amplitudes 

are: 

-(A - B ) z , -(A + B ) Z 

T('\I7,z) 
~w2+1' to. ""w2+1 to 

= C1ljJ1e + C2ljJ2e 
o T o T 

(II-4Ia) 

-(A - B ) Z -(A + B ) ~ 
.vw2+i to 22~w2+1' to 

. S(w,z) - C1ljJ1e + CgljJge .' g g 
(II-4Ib) 

after introducing the modifications of Equation (II-39) into Equation (11-

24). At the Bragg angle of incident radiation, 

T(O,t)' Fa -At 2ni [(krz to)t - t xl [e-Bt -nit + 
Bt enitJ (II-43a) e e e e 

2 

S(o,t) Fo ""'At 2ni[(krz t ot) + t x I [-e CBt -nit 
+ 

Bt e nit'] (II-43b) e e e e 
2 

where t~e dimensionless thickness parameter 

t (II-44) 

has been introduced. 

The intensities of these two beams then are 

TT* 10 -2At [ 1 e cosh 2Bt + cos 2nt 
2 

(I1-45a) 
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ss* I -2At[' ' ] -2 e cosh 2Bt - cos 2nt 
2 

(II-45b) 

These equations suggest that all that is needed to determine the parameters 

A and B is electron images from a foil of varying thickness (z), i.e. a 

wedge-shaped foil which is otherwise perfect. An electron micrograph ob-

tained by placing an aperture about the transmitted spot and allowing an 

image formed only of IT is called a bright-field micrograph; an aperture 

image of only IS at, the diffracted spot position is called a dark-field 

image. 

The last two equations can be expanded to form slightly different ex-

pressiori~ for the beam ihtensities '~s 

I ,,-2 (A-B) t I I 
-2At 

I 
,0 o -2(A+B)t 

+ 
0 2tr t (II-45c) :- e' + -e ,-e cos 

T 4 4 2 

I '-2 (A':"B) t I I 
-2At I ' -2 + 

o -2(A+B)t -2 2nt (II-45d) = e -e e cos 
S 4 4 2 

and the effect of the anomalous absorption parameter, B, is more obvious in 

these expressions. Figure 11-4 shows what the intensities for both bright-

field and dark-field images of wedge-shaped foils would be for different 

magnitudes of B. For B~O (no anomalous absorption or equal absorption of 

b h Bl h ) h · .. h I -2At d h . ot oc waves t e lntenslty maXlma are on t e curve e,' an t e In-
o 

, , 

tensity minima are all zero. For B<A (the expected case, if the phenomenon 

of anomalous absorption does exist, where absorption of electrons is less 

for the Bloch \.;rave \.;rith zero: probabili ty at the atomic planes), both the 

maxima and minima are shifted upward, but tend toward zero for a sufficiently 
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The intensity functions for the bright-field (solid) 
and dark-field (dotted) images of an otherwise per
fect wedge-shaped crystal as functions of the thick
ness parameter, t, predicted by the two-beam dynamical 
theory for an absorbing crystal at the Bragg angle. 
Depending upon the anomalous parameter, B, the dynami
cal envelope Kill be raised as shown in the four 
examples. 
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thick crystal. For B=A (the case quite often used for making theoretical 

profiles where there is absolutely no absorption of the type I Bloch wave), 

both sets of extrema are higher yet and converge on the value of I /4 for 
o 

an infinitely thick crystal. Lastly, for B>A (a completely unrealistic 

case where electrons are emitted rather than absorbed between the atomic 

planes), .the extrema are shifted an ever increasing amount upward and would 

eventually reach intensities greater than that incident on the crystal. 

The distance between two successive maxima or minima on all curves is t=l 

or z=t ; thus the extinction distance is a measure of periodicity of the 
o 

intensity functions. An important feat~re common to all four cases is that 

the size of the envelope bounding the intensity fluctuations is the same 

and depends o~ly on the mean absorption parameter A. This allows a deter-

mination of A simply by measuring the change in envelope size as a function 

of thickness. The determination of B then follows from measurements on the 

.. f' h' '. . -2At h2 B'f h . -2At posltl0ns 0 elt er extrema curve, e cos t or t e maXlma or e 

sinh2 Bt for the minima. This turns out to be a gross oversimplification 

of the problem~ because the theory as developed assumes there are at most 

two reciprocal lattice points involved and that the intensity at each of 

the two points arises dynamically and involves only elastic, coherent scat-

tering of electrons. Electrons also suffer inelastic and incoherent scat-. 

tering and often the resulting electrons manage to arrive at the reciprocal 

lat.tice points as diffuse background radiation which changes the expected 

image intensity. Furthermore, very thin crystals tend to excite radiation 

to a large number of reciprocal lattice points due to extension of recipro-

cal lattice points (reI-points) into reciprocal lattice rods (reI-rods) of 

length inversely proportional to the thin crystal dimension. Thick crystals 
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eliminate multiple beam effects in most cases, but form Laue cones of par-

tially coherent, inelastically scattered radiation which intersect the re-

fleeting sphere (for electron wavelengths used in diffraction) as sets of 

parallel lines called Kikuchi lines. At the Bragg condition, both the trans-

mitted and diffracted rel-points are intersected by Kikuchi lines and each 

Kikuchi line has a different intensity and either contributes more inten-

sity to or takes intensity away from the background contribution to the 

image intensity. These and other effects on the intensities of electron 

micrographs will be considered in more detail in the following section. 
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III. THE COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATION 
. IN ELECTRON IMAGES 

Considering first the make-up of the electron beam prior to striking 

the upper foil surface, the beam is imperfect in three important ways. 

Firstly, due to very small ripples or fluctuations in the high voltage 

(on the order of one volt in one hundred thousand volts), the electrons 

are not strictly mono':'energetic arid thus the beam has small chromatic 
. . 

aberrations. . S~condly, the pointed tungsten filament in the electron gun 

does not exactly represent a point source and there is inherent incoher-

ence in the electron beam. Thirdly, and most importantly as far as the 

dynamical theory is concerned, the 'electrons do not form a plane wave. 

Instead the electrons diverge from the filament; the more highly divergent 

electrons are removed using a combination of fixed and moveable apertures 

in the condenser lens system. The divergence of the beam striking the 

specimen, for a given set of condenser apertures, is governed by the cur-

rents in the condenser lenses. The fully-focused, most intense illuminat-

ing spot has a minimum (meaning, at least) beam divergence on the order 

of 10- 3 radians. This can be lessened by either underfocusing or over-

focusing the condenser lenses to create a more nearly parallel beam. HbW-

ever, this spreads the incident radiation over a larger area and hence 

results in a lower image intensity. Even with a fully defocused beam the 

minimum divergence is on the order of 10- 4 radians. The minimum divergence 

is at the edges of the illuminating spot; the divergence at the center of 

the beam would naturally be somewhat larger. Since the Bragg angles with 

\"hich we are concerned are on the order of 1/2 0 or 10-2 radians, the diver-

gence can range from a fe\y hundredths to a few tenths of the Bragg angle. 
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, 
The dynamical equations, when applied, assume the incident angle is the 

same across the irradiated area of the foil and the parameters such as 

the extinction distance, the anomalous absorption parameter, and the Bloch 

coefficients have uniform values at all points in the irradiated crystal. 

For regions in the crystal for which. the incident radiation is not at the 

Bragg angle, the Bloch coefficients' vary with the deviation parameter w as 

described in Equation (11-31). And there is an "effective" extinction 

distance and an . "effective"· anomalous absorption parameter given by 

t' 
o 

B' 

. . 

t 
0 

~1+ 

B 

~l+ 

2' w 
(Ill-la) 

2' w 
(lII-lb) 

The Bloch coefficients for the two transmitted components vary in an oppo-

site manner depending on the sign of w, hence there are not always equal 

parts of type I and type II waves contributing to the bright-field image. 

The dark-field image, on the other hand, always has equal parts of each 

wave and the intensity is, for any w: 

s = 10 -2At 
2(1 + w2 ) e [cosh 2B't - cos 2nt'] (III-2) 

,,,here t' = tit '. The intensity of an image obtained using divergent radia
o 

tion will vary from the expected intensity at various points on the image 

and measurements may yield absorption coefficients which are seriously in 

error. The effect of beam divergence will be more serious for beams with 

larger values of the extinction distance (the extinction distance normally 
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increases with increasing Bragg angle or reciprocal lattice vector, hence 

higher order beams), since w = st , for a given divergence (s), will be 
o 

larger. 

The preceeding factors, polychromatism, incoherence and divergence 

of the beam before striking the crystal in the electron microscope are 

all controlled to some extent by proper design and operation of the micro-

scope. Stabilized power supplies reduce chromatic deviations and pointed 

cathodes can be used to reduce incoherence. Beam divergence is reduced 

by using smaller apertures in the condenser lens system and by proper de-

focusing of the condenser lens prior to exposing an electron micrograph. 

Once inside 'the crystal electrons undergo a number of scattering 

and absorption processes. 
, " 

Purely elastic, coherent scattering is of 

primary importance in electron diffraction and is the basis for the theory 

developed in the last section. It is possible to orient the reflecting 

sphere so that any number of reciprocal lattice points lie on it at the 

same time, i.e. simultaneously satisfying Bragg's law for i number of 

different reflecting planes i's possible. Equation (II-31) shows that, in 

the tHO beam case, the Bloch coefficients of the diffracted wave components 

decrease with deviation from the Bragg condition or distance of the rel-

point from the Ewald sphere. The Bloch coefficients for all diffracted 

waves behave in a similar manner and are thus to a large degree functions 

of the curvature of the reflecting sphere or wavelength of incident radia-

tion. The higher the energy of the incident electrons, the smaller the 

\.;ravelength, the more nearly flat the reflecting sphere, and the more re-

ciprocal lattice points which are near, if not on, the reflecting sphere. 

Crystal thinness is also important in this respect because rei-rod length 
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'. . . " 

is inversely proportional to the thin dimension of the crystal. Thus a 

thin foil and a small reflecting sphere is roughly equivalent to a thick 

foil and a large reflecting sphere as far as the large number of points 

on the sphere to which electrons are diffracted. Actually, because the 

dark-field intensity function (Equation 1II-2)) is proportional to l/(l+w2) 

and higher order beams have larger w for a given s due to a longer extinc-

tion distance, the rel-rods are shorter for higher order beams and the 

intersection of the reflecting sphere by rel-rods is usually limited to 

low-'order reflections unless the crystal is extremely thin or the ref·lect-

ing sphere has an extremely large radius of curvature. 

Multiple beam effects can be accounted for in the theory simply by 

taking a larger scattering matrix than for the two beam case; for n beams 

. 3 28 
an nxn matrix is used.' However, even for perfect crystals, the eigen-

values of the matrix are difficult to obtain in most cases and computer 

methods are generally used. The periodic potential is assumed to be two-

dimensionai in a plane roughly normal to the incident beam and the reci-

28 
procal lattice points are all coplanar. Thus intersection of the Ewald 

sphere with parallel rel-planes is ignored although it inevitably takes 

place. 

There are two main cases of multiple beam interactions that are gen-

erally considered: systematic reflections and simultaneous niflections. 

The case of systematic reflections deals with a row of reciprocal lattice 

points. There is always at least one point (the origin) and at most, but 

not necessarily, two points (the origin and a particular rel-point) on 

the reflecting sphere at the same time. In most cases the effect of sys-

tematic reflections is to decrease the extinction distance (Le., change 
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: . . 

the positions and spacing of the dispersion lines) and the intensity at 
I' ". • . . 

the two main rel-:-points below those expected from the two-beam theory in 

the thin regions of a foil, i.e. near the edges, and to have no noticeable 

effect in very thick crystals. The symmetrical systematic case is where 

the incident beam is parallel to the diffracting planes and the row of 

rel-points is tangent to the Ewald sphere at the origin. In thicker crys-

tals this reduces to a three-beam case with weak intensities. 

The case cif simultaneous reflections deals with three or more reci-

procal iattice poini~, connected by non-parallel reciprocal lattice vec-

tors, which lie. on or near the reflecting sphere and mayor may not include 

two or more ·sets of·simultaneous reflections. When carried to extremes, 
. . 

computer programs "may be set up to accou~t for a number of tens up to more 
" .. 
than a hundred beams operating at once and the intensity at any point on 

the reflecting sphere determined as a function of thickness, deviation, 

and orientation. Simultaneous diffracting conditions are usually avoided 

in practice because the image intensities differ quite drastically from 

those expected from a simple two-beam approach. 

Double diffraction also arises in multiple beam situations and is 

the case where a diffracted beam actually acts as a transmitted beam, its 

reciprocal lattice point acting as an origin of reciprocal space. This 

is generally of importance when a foil is composed of overlapping sections 

.-
of different phase, structure or orientation. However, in certain cases 

in single crystals, simultaneous reflections can give rise to intensities 

at reciprocal lattice points for which the structure factors are zero. 

Examples of this are the {002} reflections in diamond structures and the 

(0001) reflection in hcp structures. 
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In addition to elastic, coherent scattering events in a crystal in-

volving the excitation of diffracted beams by an incident beam, there are 

incoherent and inelastic collisions in a foil irradiated with electrons. 

Diffuse or incoherent scattering occurs in a single crystal due to the 

thermal vibrations of the atoms about their lattice sites. Such scatter-

ing' processes are often called phonon scattering where the incident elec-

trons yield up a small amount of energy in an inelastic collision with a 

. 20 27 
quantized elastic wave in the lattlce.' Phonon energies are small and 

losses during a collision cost an electron only a few hundredths of an 
. . . , . 

electron volt; the electron emergent from such a collision in an electron 

microscope has essentially the same energy as before, but is incoherent 

and diffusely scattered. The radiation pattern is similar to that ob-

tained from an amorphous material, peaked in the forward direction and 

decreasing radially, but each reciprocal lattice point has, to some degree, 

such a diffuse intensity about it since it is an elementary case of double 

diffraction. In electron diffraction such scattering is called thermal 

diffuse scattering (TDS);l the degree of TDS increases with temperature, 

since the mean displacement of an atom from its lattice site increases, 

and such scattering plays an important role at most temperatures,. but 

particularly at high temperatures, in the quality and resolution of an 

electron image. 

Once Bloch waves are formed, the electrons in the waves will interact 

with the crystal by colliding with the ionic cores or the gaseous or bond-

ing electrons. The type II Bloch wave has a larger probability of collid-

ing with the atomic cores since its nodal points occur halfway between 

the atomic ~lanes. Such a collision will result in the production of one 
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or more randomly distributed photo-electrons and x-ray or light photons, 

and, possibly more often, heating of the specimenby generation of a large 

number of phonons. The light waves and photoelectrons are easily absorbed 

producing more phonons, and some of the x-rays will emerge from the lower 

surface of the crystal and,unaffected by the- magnetic lenses, strike and 
, . . 

fog the emulsion of the micrograph. The phonons will, cause further diffuse 

scattering of the remaining- ela~tic, coherent electrons. 

The type I Bloch waves, distributed between the atomic planes, are 

more likely to suffer plasmon losses with the conduction band or bonding 

electrons. In metals the gaseous electrons have plasmon frequencies 

characteristic of the particular structure and alloy composition17 and 

fast-moving electrons in a crystal will generate plasmons with a charac-

. , 20 
teristic frequency or a multiple of this frequ~ncy. In covalent crystals 

fast electrons will cause interband transitions by knocking bonding elec-

trons into the conduction band. The ionization state of ions in ionic 

crystal may similarly be.changed.Plasmon energies, interband transition 

energies, and ionization energies are of the order of a few tens of elec-

tron volts and suitably fine chromatic analyses or velocity analysis of 

high energy electrons involved in such collisions will yield an energy-

loss spectrum characteristic of a given crystal. Such inelastic collisions, 

in addition to phonon collisions, produce electrons which are incoherent 

but not greatly different in energy from the coherent, elastic electrons. 

However, since chromatic aberration in an electron image is proportional 

to (LA) 3, the chromatic aberration is. roughly a thousand times larger for 

plasmon collisions than for phonon collisions. 

The distribution of inelastic electrons is a function of a la,ge 
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number of parameters. Assuming that electrons which have lost more than 

a hundred electron volts of energy (out of, for example, one hundred 

thousand in a 100 kV microscope) are eliminated by the lenses and aper-

tures ,of the electron microscope below the specimen stage, there are still 
, , , 

a large number of low-loss inelastic electrons which reach the diffraction 

pattern and the 'images on electron micrographs. Velocity analyses on 

dark-field images show that a large number of plasmon-loss electrons con-

tribute to the images and, for a given energy,behave dynamically, elas-

. 11 d h 1 f th 11" 'th h electr'on gas. 17 ,18 tlca y, an co erent yater e co lSlon Wl t e 

The resolution bf a velocity analyser is too poor to enable the phonon

loss spe~tra to'be observed, but it can safely be assumed that phonon-loss 

eiectrons behave similarly to plasmon-loss electrons. It is then an ex-

tremely significant point that electrons treated theoretically as having 

been removed from the Bloch waves,in the ~rystal by suffering inelastic 

collisions become re-entrained and behave dynamically after such a colli-

sion. Such re-entrant electrons will seriously affect the intensities at 

reciprocal lattice points and make the measurements of absorption parameters 

extremely difficult. 

Not all. inelastic electrons will have suitable coherence to become 

rescattered dynamically and there normally will be a large amount of dif-

fuse radiation spread out through reciprocal space. However, the distri-

bution of diffuse radiation will be affected by the formation of cones of 

semi-coherent radiation which intersect the reflecting sphere as hyperbola 

called Kikuchi lines. The reflecting sphere for normal electron diffrac-

tion has such small curvature and diffraction patterns cover such a small 

angular range that the Kikuchi lines appear as two closely-spaced parallel 
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lines called a Kikuchi band. Kikuchi bands have several interesting char-

acteristics. Firstly; the development of Kikuchi lines depends on the 

crystal thickness. Very thin crystals give only diffraction' pattern spots, 

somewhat thicker crystals give both spots and Kikuchi lines, very thick 

crystals give only Kikuchi lines, and extremely thick crystals yield perhaps 

only "leak diffuse intensity. Normal thicknesses used in electron microscopy 

give both spots and Kikuchi lines. Secondly, for a given thickness, the 

sharpness of Kikuchi lines depends on crystal perfection; the greater the 

degree of imperfection, the more broad and the weaker the Kikuchi lines. 
, , 

Thirdly, the Kikuchi line in a Kikuchi band which is nearest the origin of 

reciprocal space is always of weaker intensity, thus Kikuchi bands occur 

normally as black-white pairs of lines with the black line nearest the ori-

gin. When centered about the origin each line has the same intensity and 

is some,vhat above background intensity. Fourthly, the region between Ki-

kuchi lines is generally somewhat less intense than the diffuse background 

intensity. Fifthly, the Kikuchi lines are always normal to the reciprocal 

lattice vector corresponding to the set of diffracting planes which gives 

rise to the Kikuchi cones (which are essentially Laue cones of radiation). 

The details in the theory of form:tion of Kikuchi3 ,8 lines are debatable, 

but as a simple model it is suitable for present purposes. Electrons are 

scattered inelastically by a crystal and a diffuse radiation pattern is 

formed with the preponderance of inelastic electrons traveling in the for-

ward direction. A set of diffracting planes will, except in the symmetri-

cal case, have different intensities of diffuse radiaton incident upon it 

at positive and negative Bragg angles. Ina sufficiently thick crystal 

radiation on either side at the Bragg angle is sufficient to cause 
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formation of Laue cones of inter.ior angles 90 o -6B, i.e. cones which make 

the Bragg angle with the diffracting planes themselves and cones with an 

angle 26
B 

between them. Si~plegeometric arguments will show that the 

incident diffuse intensity on one side which is larger will yield up in-

tensity by mUltiple scattering into the· direction with weaker intensity 

at an angle 26
B 

incident on the opposite side of the reflecting planes. 

The direction with.the largest incident intensity would be closer to the 

direction of the incident beam, hence the diffuse intensity in this direc-

tion will be less than normal background intensity and the diffuse inten

sity at 28B further away from the transmitted beam will be greater than 

normal background intensity. 

More sophisticated arguments would show that the two incident diffuse 

components would behave quasi-coherently and quasi-dynamically and must 

4 obey the dispersion relationships of the two-beam theory; the resulting 

Bloch coefficients would be smaller for transmission in one direction than 

in the other and black-white cones would arise. Furthermore, radiation 

incident on either side of the reflecting planes at less than the Bragg 

angle would form a strong type II Bloch wave and be strongly absorbed by 

the atomic planes resulting in a lowering of intensity between Kikuchi 

lines below normal background level as is commonly observed. 

A crystal oriented at the Bragg angle for a particular set of reflect-

ing planes will, provided the crystal is sufficiently thick but not too 

thick, have a"Kikuchi line passing through the origin of reciprocal space 

and another passing through the diffracted spot. The first line will be 

. black, or less than background, and the second will be white, or greater 

than background. The intensity of the transmitted spot will be less than 
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expected from a simple consideration of dynamically scattered elastic elec

trons plus diffuse background, ~hile the intensity of the diffracted spot 

will be greater. 'Hence the contribution' to the total image intensity in 

either spot due to diffuse radiation may be quite complicated. Thomas and 

Bel1
29 

have recently found that Kikuchi radiation behaves, to some extent, 

dynamically and exhibits wedge fringes. 

Lastly in this section it is important to mention the role.that the 

size and condftici~ of the diffracting crystal plays in diffraction. The 

two-beam dynamical theory developed in the last section assumed the crystal 

was perfect, that the normal to the incident surface was normal 'to the re

ciprocal lattice vector, and that no surface film or amorphous layer was 

present. Real' crystals have any number of point, line, planar and volume 

defects, such as interstitial or substitutional atoms, dislocations, dislo

cation arrays, grain boundaries, stacking faults, twin interfaces, preci

pitates, voids, etc. Furthermore, metal crystals in particular are suscep

tible to bending or curling in thin regions. The surfaces are liable to 

be quite'irregular, etched, or pitted during preparation of the specimen 

for observation in the microscope. Amorphous films or oxides as residues 

or dissolute products of electro- or chemical polishing may occur on the 

surfaces, vapors may be present in an impure vacuum, and deposition of 

these vapors or of diffusion pump oil in the vacuum of the microscope often 

occurs. 

In general, a defect wili change the intensity in a micrograph (by 

scattering, redispersion, absorption, or simply a phase change in the elec

tron wave) in the regions immediately about the defect. A bent or curled 

crystal will affect the intensity much the same as does a divergence incident 
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beam, i.e. by changing the incident angles to non-Bragg angles and affect-

ing the Bloch coefficients, the anomalous absorption parameter and the ex-

tinction distance. Crystal thinness will affect the rel-rod length, hence 

the number of interacting beams, and the distribution of diffuse background 

interisity. Deviation from the Laue case (surface normal parallel to the 

diffracting 'planes) will affect the Bloch coefficients and the other para-

meters depending upon the separation of the dispersion lines, but in most 

cases this effect is C:onsidt;red to be small and is ignored .. An amorphous 

surface layer~ if on the entrance surface, will diffusely scatter electrons 

to some extent before they enter the crystal. If the layer is on the lower 

surface, it will diffusely scatter and absorb all diffracted beams. 

-In summary of this section, the composition and distribution of radia-

tion in electron images is a function of many different parameters. The 

design and operation of 'the ·microscope itself will affect chromatic differ-

ences, incoherence and divergence of the beam incident on the specimen. 

Crystal orientation and thickness will affect multiple beam interactions 

between the elastic electrons. Collisions with the ionic cores by elec-

trons will create photons and increased thermal vibrations of the lattice. 

Phonon and plasmon losses will affect the distribution of diffuse electrons 

and even affect dynamical intensity by becoming rescattered elastically • 

. Kikuchi diffraction will drastically modify the distribution of background 
r. 

radiation. And crystal perfection and surface 'conditions will affect the 

dynamical intensities and the diffuse intensities. 

~I 
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IV. APPLICATIONS OF THEORY TO REAL PROFILES 

The intensity profiles shown in Figure 1I-4b are similar to what would 

be expected if all the inelastically scattered electrons were removed from 

an electron image and if anomalous absorption were present. Most investi-

gators either ignore or else consciously or unconciously compensate to some 

degree for the background intensity when determining the absorption para-

meters for a crystal. In this section four different methods for obtaining 

the anomalous absorption parameter will be described, three of which are 

well known and commonly used, the fourth of which was developed during this 

research. 

The positions·· of the extrema given by Equation (II-45) are, for both 

bright-field and dark-field, 

I 
-2At I 0 (cosh 2Bt ± 1) e extrema 2 

I -2At -2At I 0 (cosh 2Bt + 1) I e e max 2 0 

I 
-2At -2At I 0 (cosh 2Bt - 1) I = e e min 2 0 

The width of the dynamical envelope is 

III = I - I . max mln I 
o 

-2At 
e· 

(IV-la) 

cosh2 Bt (IV-Ib) 

sinh2 Bt (IV-lc) 

(IV-2) 

If I is known A can be readily determined from a log-linear plot of in
o 

tensity vs thickness. If I is not known, A can still be calculated by 
o 

determining the ratio of intensities at two different thicknesses. One 

• 
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common method19 ,30,3l is to use two points on the I~ curve separated by 

half an extinction distance (~t t)and 

I~(t+i) 
I~(t) 

-A 
e (IV-3a) 

Points on the I~ curve are obtained, after taking a densitometer trace a

cross the fringes on.a micrograph of'a wedge-shaped foil, by plotting on 

semi-logarithmic paper the points on I and connecting them with a smooth 
max 

curve and also plotting the points on I. and connecting them with a smooth mln 

curve. For dark-field intensity profiles, lmax occurs at {n + i)t and Imin 

at nt where n = 0, 1, 2 •.. ; for bright-field profiles the positions of 

I and I. are interchanged. Points on I (in dark-field) at nt are 
max m1n max 

interpolated as are points on I min at (n + t)t. .The resulting curves of 

plotted and interpolated values are then subtracted to give I~ and 

I~((n+ l)]i 

I~[n tl 
-A e n an integer. nV-3b) 

This particular method of determining A is subject to some c.riticism, 

mainly in the using of interpolated values. Firstly, in the anomalously 

absorbing case, the maxima and minima do not occur at precisely the thick-

nesses assumed. Table IV-l shows, for the case of either weak absorption 

or short extinction distance, the thicknesses at which the maximum and 

minimum intensities occur in both bright~field and dark-field theoretical 

images. Although successive maxima or successive minima are separated 

by one extinction distance, the maxima are shifted and occur at somewhat 

thinner ~egions of the foil. 
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Table IV-I. THICKNESSES FOR I AS DETERMINED BY COMPUTER extrema " 
FROM EQU"ATIONS (11-45) FOR A = .195 AND :B = .160 

Dark-Field " Bright-Field 

t at Maximum t at Minimum "t at Maximum t at Minimum 

- 0 0 -
", 

.48 - - .50 

- 1:00 .98 -
1.48 - - 1.50 

- 2.00 1. 98 -
2.48 - - 2.50 

- 3.00 2.98 -
3.48 - - 3~50 

- 4.00 3.98 -
4.48 - - 4.50 

- " 5.00 4.98 -
5.48 - - 5.50 

- 6.00 5.98 -
6.58 - "- 6.50 

- 7.00 6.98 -" 
7.48 - - 7.50 

- 8.00 7.98 -
8.48 - - 8.50 

- 9.01 8.97 -
9.47 -" - 9.51 

- - 9.97 -
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Table IV-II. THICKNESSES FOR I . AS DETERMINED BY COMPUTER 
extrema 

FROM EQUATIONS (11-45) FOR A = .622 AND B = .502 

:'0 

Dark-Field Bright-Field 

t at Maximum t at Minimum t at Maximum t at Minimum 

- 0 0 -
.• 45 - - .50 

- 1.00 .97 -
1.47 - - 1. 51 _. 

2;02 1.97 -
2.47 - - 2.54 

- 3.08 2.95 -

Table IV-2 illustrates the positions of maxima and minima for a foil 

which has either three times the absorbing power or an extinction distance 

three times as long as used for Table IV-I. The maxima here shift signi-

ficantly more to thinner regions and the minima shift to thicker regions. 

Although the shifts involved may seem insignificant, particularly for low 

or.der reflections (short extinction distances and small amounts of absorp-

tion per extinction distance), it must be specified that the data given in 

the tables were taken from the readout sheets from computer programs for 

perfect crystals at the Bragg angles and do not include any of the effects 

mentioned in Section III. Image intensity profiles from real crystals will 

include background radiation which will affect the magnitudes and the posi-

tions of the extrema. Divergent illumination is, in this respect, particu-

larly significant. Figure IV-l shows the dark-field intensity profile across 
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-;,67 

XBI. fiR4-S4'1 

Densitometer trace from the dark-field microgranh of a 
,',edge-sr,aped foil irradiated with highly divergent radia
tion" The distance from a maximum to the succeedi.ng min5.
mum is ah;ays larger than that from minimum to succeeding 
maximum. 
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. . 

a wedge-shaped crystal with a well-focused (divergent) beam incident upon 

it. It is immediately obvious that this intensity profile is nothing like 

the theoretical two-beam profile (see Figure IV-2) and, assuming a uniform 

wedge angle, the distance from a maximum to a succeeding minimum is con-

sistent1y larger than is the. distance from a minimum to a following maximum 

and in the thicker part of the foil is a little more than twice as large. 

An I~ curve, with points every.ha1f extinction distance, based upon'such a 

p~ofile, would be sawtoothed and different answers would be obtained for A 

from Equation (IV-3b) for two successive integers, n = m and n = m + 1. 

Secondly, the correctness of any interpolated value would depend to a great 

extent upon an abiiity to draw the correct smooth curve connecting the ex-

trema on the semi-logarithmic plot. With the maximum intensity values, 

-2At ' 2 I e cosh Bt, straight lines connecting points usually form a suffi-
0, 

cient1y smooth curve and interpolated values on this curve will not be far 

H th I e-2At sl"nh2 Bt for the " " 11 h owever, e curve ffilnlma genera y as 
o 

wrong. 

large curvature (see Figure IV-3) and straight lines connecting points will 

not form a smooth curve; any extrema value displaced by diffuse intensity 

will change the shape of the smooth curve, and interpolated values on this 

curve may be quite seriously in error. Therefore, the only interpolated 

values used in this paper \V'i11 be on the I curve and calculations of ab-. max 

sorption parameters will be done across intervals of one extinction distance 

rather than at intervals of a half extinction distance. The formulas for 

determining A from two different points on the It, curve will be 

-2A 
e 

rjI + 1) 
(It, ~) 

n an integer, (IV-4) 
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using odd values of n for bright-field profiles and even values of n for 

dark-field profiles. 

Figure IV-2 is a theoretical intensity profile for the dark-field 

image of a perfect, wedge-shaped crystal. oriented at the Bragg angle to 

incident electron .. radiation. The data .for Table IV-I is for the same 

profile. Figure IV-3 shows the semi-logarithmic plots for I max ' I min , 

I = I - I . , and I = I + I . • 
8. max nun L max mln 

18. is seen to be, for the theore-. 

tical case, a straight line of slope -2A, with intercept att = 0 of I . 
o 

The uppermost curve on Figure IV-3 is used to determine the anomalous 

absorption parameter and is 

I + I. max mln 
-2At e cosh 2Bt (IV-5) 

However, in the non-theoretical case, both I and I. contain background 
max mln 

or diffuse intensity and should more appropriately be described as 

I 
max 

I . 
mln 

(IV-6a) 

(IV-6b) 

where ID is the dynamically or elastically scattered electron intensity and 

is a function of crystal thickness, extinction distance, and the absorp-

tion parameters A and B; G is the diffuse background electron intensity 

and is a function of scattering angle, crystal thickness, the Kikuchi line 

intensity, and one or more absorption parameters C. At non-Bragg incident 

angles, both intensities would also be functions of the deviation parameter 

Iv as ",ould most of the parameters. G is assumed to be the same for both 
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N CD m o 
H 

XBL 684-553 

Theoretical dark-field intensity profile of a uedge
shaped crystal for a tvw·-beam situation, obtained using 
the absorption parameter A = 0.195 and B. = 0.160. 
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Semi-logarithmic plot of the extrema data of Figure 
IV-2 showing points on the Imin' I max ' IL andI~ curves. 
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I. ahd I . ; if it were not, it would indicate that some dynamical or 
max mln 

elastic behavior was occurring in the diffuse electrons and the elastic 

components sho.u1d be included in ID. Hhen the two extrema intensity func-

tions are subtracted, the background terms cancel; hence IL'I is independent 

of background.· However, when they are added together,·. IE contains t~vice 

as much background as does either I or I . , i. e. max . mln 

, .. 

e-2At cosh 2Bt + 2G (IV-7) 

Now the determination of the anomalous absorption parameter is severely 

comp1icated·since the exact amount of background cannot be determined. The 

background does exactlY the same thing as does the anomalous parameter; it 

lifts the dynamical envelope so that the minimum values of intensity no 

longer are zero. In fact, it is extremely difficult to prove the existence 

of anomalous absorption by determining the parameter from intehsity pro-

files of. wedge-shaped foils, because the results are subject to the criti-

cism that the intensity under the envelope is entirely background or of a 

diffuse nature. 

The four methods which follow of determining the anomalous absorption 

parameter vary in the degree to which background radiation is compensated 

for. The first three assume no background is present, but each inherently 

compensates, more or less, for the background. The fourth is designed to 

either overcompensate or undercompensate and by doing both, limits the 

range in which the anomalous absorption parameter must be. 

Method 1: This method was proposed initially by Hashimot030 and in-

volves the least amount of work and calculation. If 0 < B < A, a sufficiently 
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thick crystal will pass only the type I Bloch wave and 

I I 
~ e-2 (A-B)t + ~ e-2 (A+B)t 

2 2 

I o -2 (A-B)t -e 
2 

(IV-8) 

for a sufficiently thick crystal. The slope of the curve IL in a thick 

crystal can be measured from a plot similar to Figure IV-3 and is equal to 

~2(A-B). The slope -2A is known from the I~curve and 2B is readily deter

mined. If the slope is determined from a dark-field profile from two points 

on the IL curve, 

e 

with no background, or 

IL~t + 1) - 2G(t + 1) 

IL(t)'- 2G(t) 

when background is included, and 

2B 2A + 

.- . -- - -----' 

-2 (A-B) OV-9a) 

e 
-2 (A-B) (IV-9b) 

(IV,-9c) 

Normally the last term is ignored which, if this term is negative, would 

mean B will be underestimated; if this term is positive, B will then be 

overestimated. The sign on the last term depends on whether G(t +l)/G(t) 

is less than, equal to, or greater than IL(t + l)/IL(t). If B were zero 

for real crystals, this would lead to an overestimation because the slope 
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of the I. curve on a semi-logarithmic plot is generally less than the mln 

slope of the II: plot. However, for B of 0, whether an underestimate or an 

overestimate is made depends on the magnitude of B and this method is in-

determinant. For underestimation it is necessary, from Equation (IV-9c), 

to have 

2G(t + 1) 

2G(t + 1) 
II:(t + 1) > 

> . D 
2ID. (t) 21 . (t +1) + 16 (t + 1) + 2G(t + 1) mln mln 

by expressing I~ as 

II: 2ID. + 16 + 2G mln 

Inverting Equation (IV-lOb), 

D 16 (t 1) D I . (t + 1) + I . (t) . mln 
+ + 1 

mln 
> + 

G(t + 1) 2G(t + 1) G(t) 

(IV-lOa) 

2G(t) 

+ 16 (t) + 2G(t) 

(IV-lOb) 

(IV-H) 

16 (t) 
+ 1 (IV-12ci) 

2G(t) 

Assuming a sufficiently thick crystal that 16 (t + 1) and 16 (t) are .approxi-

mately zero, then 

> (IV-12b) 
G(t + 1) G(t) 

is necessary for underestimation, i.e. it is the ratio of dynamically 

scattered minimum intensity to background intensity in Equation (IV-6b) 
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which is important in this method. The background intensity in very thick 

foils would not be expected to· vary too rapidly with increasing thickness. 

If B were very large, on the order of A, ID. would be increasing with mln . 

thickness (see Figure IV-3) or, in an extremely thick crystal, decreasing 
.. . 

even more slowly than the background intensity; Equation (IV-12b) would· 

be true and B would be underestimated. If B were quite small, on the order 

D 
of zero, I. would probably be decreasing more rapidly than Gwith thick

mln 

ness, Equation (IV-12b) would not be valid and B would be overestimated. 

As mentioned in Section II, the curve I D · will increase to a maximum 
min 

value and then decrease provided B is neither extreme value, zero or A. 

As B increases, the thickness at which ID. obtains its maximum value shifts 
mln 

to greater thicknesses (to infinity for B = A). For ID. less than this 
mln 

maximum value and slightly beyond, the calculated value of B will be an 

underestimate; in sufficiently thick foils the calculate value of B may 
. : ': . 

change to an overestimate. A plot of calculated value of Bfor this method 

against thickness at which measurements were taken on the intensity profile 

should be a curve which continually increases with thickness. This is gen-

erally observed and will be shown in the results of this investigation. 

Independently of any background considerations, the value of B cal-

culated by this method would be expected to be an underestimate because 

the slope of the II: curve on a semi-logarithmic plot becomes less negative 

with increasing thickness, which would mean B ·would apparently be increas-

ing with foil thickness. 

Combining backgroUnd considerations and behavior of the II: curve, this 

me.thod lvould be e},.-pected to undercompensate for background to a decreasing 

degree ,vi th increasing thickness, until possibly it overcompensates. 

• 
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Method 2: This method does not attempt to use any approximations to 

the theoretical relations exhibited in Figure IV-3. Its formula at any 

thickness is simply the quotient,2 

with no background and 

I 
o 

-2At e cosh 2Bt 

I 
o 

-2At 
e 

cosh 2Bt + 

cosh 2Bt 

with background included. Then 

2B 
l' _1[I6.(t)-2G(t)] 
.~ cosh I (t) 

6. .. 

This method will always yield an overestimate of B since, for G > 0, 

< 

(IV-13a) 

(IV-l3b) 

(IV-13c) 

(IV-14) 

i. e. the real value of B is less than the calculated value ob tained by us-

ing the right side of Equation (IV-14) where it is ~ssumed G is zero. Since 

Equation (IV-3c) involves dividing a calculated value by t, the error intro

du'ced by ignoring background will decrease with increasing thickness. A 

plot of calculated B versus thickness here would give a curve which decreases 

'vi th thi ckness, approaching the correct value of B; this also is observed 

e},.-perimentally. 
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Method 3: This is a modification of Method 2 and would be redundant 

h f d · ff·· d'" 31 if it were not for t e presence 0 1 use ra latlon. From Equation 

(IV-13a) 

2Bt 

and 

2B(t + 1) 

Subtracting the firs't equation from the second, 

2B = 
-1 [IL(t 

cosh , 16 (t 

and when background is accounted for, 

2B 
1) - 2G(t 

16 (t + 1) 

+ 1)] _ 
cosh- 1 

(lV-1Sa) 

(IV-1Sb) 

(IV-16a) 

(IV-16b) 

This method is often used, with points on the curves I and I separated 
L 6 

by half extinction distances rather than an integral number. This requires 

the use of some interpolated points which may not be correct and such a 

procedure will not be used here. 

Rather than a detailed analysis of the effect of background on deter-

mining the parameter B, only the thick crystal case will be ,covered where 

cosh- 1 x Q,n 2x (IV-17) 

for large x, in \vhich case 
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2I I (t + 1) 
+ <n (1 - 2G(t + 1) ) 2I I (t) 

- <n (1 - 2G(t)) 2B - Q,n 
Ill(t 1) Ir.(t 1) 

Q,n 
Ill(t) IE(t) + + 

(IV-18a) 

c- 2G(t + ll) 
2B 

' , C,(t + 1) "b (t) ) 
Q,n 

IE(t + 1) 
(IV-18b) - Q,n IE (t) Ill(t + 1) + 

1 _ 2G(t) 
Il:(t) . 

2B 2A + (IV-1Sc) 

Equation (IV-lBc) is identical to Equation (IV-9c) developed for Method 

1. Thus this method , originally a redundant application of Method 2, is 

equivalent to Method 1 in thick crystals and time and calculations could 

be saved by dispensing with it altogether and simply measuring the slope 

of the It curve. However, since it is a popular method, it will also be 

used here. The underestimating or overestimating abilities of this method 

would also be quite similar to those of Method 1, i.e. one would normally 

expect underestimation of B unless B were very small. 

Method 4: Rather than ignore the fact that background intensity is 

present, this method attempts to cancel its effect to a certain degree by 

taking the difference between two successive points on the I curve. The 
l: 

expression would then be 

I (t) - I (t+l) 
I l: 

IL:,(t) 

10 e-
2At 

cosh 2Bt - e-
2A 

cosh 2B(t+l)] 

I e-2At 
o 

+ 2G(t) - 2G(t+l) 

(IV-19a) 



iL(t) ~ IL(t + 1). 

IL\(t) 

where 

I 
o 

L\G 
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cosh 2Bt - e-2A cosh 2B{t + 1) (IV-19b) 

2G(t) - 2G(t + 1) (IV-20) 

is the difference in background intensity between the two points on the I 

curve. If G{ t + 1) > G( t) (L e. if the background intensity increases with 

thickness), then 6G is negative and the estimate of B obtained assuming 

L\G = 0 will be larger than the real value; if G(t + 1) < G(t) (background 

decreases with thickness), L\G is positive and B.will be underestimated 

when L\G·i~ :Lgno~ed or assumed zero. Although this method is more promising 

than the others, there are certain drawbacks. Intensity profiles must be 
. . 

exceptionally good and should exhibit a maximum in the I. curve. Changes 
mln 

in the I. curve from one minimum to the next must be rather small if L\G 
mln 

is positive; if L\G is too large a positive quantity, a solution to Equation 

(IV-l3b) will not exist. 

Figure Iv-4 illustrates the effect of various degrees of assumed back-

ground upon the values obtained by the four preceeding methods. The data 

for the theoretical profile, Figure IV-2, was modified by a background func-

-t/3 . 
tion, G(t) = Kte ., which exhibits a maximum at t = 3. For values of K 

0, K = 0.1 and K = 0.2, the apparent anomalous absorption parameters "Jere 

determined from the modified data. Methods 1 and 3, Figures IV-4a and c, 

produce similar results in that the measured values are increased when the 

background is increasing with thickness and decreased when the background 

is decreasing ~vi th thickness above or below those values obtained when no 
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background is present (K = 0), and in the thick foils, are larger under-

estimates with larger background intensity. Method 2, Figure IV-4b, pro-

duces results which increase with increasing background level at a given 

thickness. Method 4, Figure IV-4d, has the distinct advantage that the 
- , -

curves of results obtained using different backgrounds cross at the correct 

value of the anomalous parameter and that this crossing point is approxi-

mately at the thi~kn~ss where the backgrounds exhibit maxima. 

Obviously when G = 0, methods 2,- 3, ~nd 4 wiil yield the same results 

and method 1 wiil approach this result in the thicker foils (see Figure 

X-2a). In normal- cases, ~hen th~ background exists, methods land 3 would 

be expected to underestimate and method 2 to overestimate the anomalous 

absorption parameter. Curves of the calculated values of B versus thick-

ness should approach each other in thick foils and may even cross. Method 

4 has limited applicability, but if solutions are obtainable, can possibly 

define a range in which the parameter B must be. 

Hashimoto
30 

presented his method in a somewhat broader scope than indi-

cated for method 1. His application was to determine the average slopes of 

the IE and I~ plots for the thick foil data and obtain average values for 

the mean and anomalous absorption parameters. Such an approach is quite 

often used and has the'advantage that spurious ,data points can be ignored. 

However, such an approach also ignores any systematic changes in the ab-

sorption parameters with thickness when such changes may be informative 

about the behavior of electrons in solid media. 

• v 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 

'~ 

Absorption parameter mea'surements on only two materials are presented 

in this thesis. ,The fcc metal aluminum was electropolished in the usual 

manner and diamond cuhic covalent silicon single crystals ,:lere chemically 

, " '8 
polished the standard way. The only important ~equirement in preparation 

wa~ to obtain wedge-shaped f'oils with clean surfaces and, unless stated 

otherwise, this requirement was met. All microscopy was done using a 

Siemens, Elmiskop 1A electron microscope operated at 100 kV and having a 

double tilting specimen stage for easy selection of the desired reciprocal 

lattice' spots. 

There are a variety of ways of obtaining the data from which the ab-

sorption parameters are measured; the one thing in common is that all meth-

ods use the electron microscope. There are different methods for setting 

a wedge crystal at the Bragg angle for a particular set of diffracting 

planes; there are different methods for obtaining exposed emulsions; and 

there are different methods for obtaining intensity profiles. 

The simplest method of setting crystalline planes at the Bragg angles 

is by slightly bending the foil to be used in the microscope so that the 

planes rotate from one side of the Bragg position to the other over a wide 

30 31 
area of the crys tal.' The dark-field image of such a bent crys tal is 

obtained by tilting the crystal and observing the diffraction pattern until 

the reciprocal lattice point of interest lies on the reflecting sphere, at 

which time an aperture is centered about the diffracted spot and a magnified 

image of the spot is obtained. Because of the bending, different regions in 

the crystal being observed will have different Bloch coefficients and dif-

ferent extinction distances because these parameters are functions of the 
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, . . . . 

degree of deviation from the Bragg condition. The largest extinction dis-' 

tance occurs at the Bragg angle and points in the crystal at the Bragg 

angle can be determined by inspection since the thickness fringes will be 

most widely separated on a line connecting these points~ The dark-field 

image is called a bend contour 'and the dark-field intensities are symmetri-
. , 

cal about the center of the contour, i.e. the intensity function in Equa-

ti6n (III-2) is symmetrical about w = O. This method does, however, have 

some' disadvantages" or is in some cases impossible to use. For instance, 

nori-metani~ crystals, such as covalent or ionic bonding crystals, are 

ge~erally not ea~iiy bent. Also. the center of a dark-field bend contour 

is ,not usually a straight line on a micrograph, but generaliy a curve which 

may be somewhat difficult to follow when taking microdensitometer or trans-

parency readings on the negative plate to obtain an intensity profile. 

Furthermore, care must be taken to choose bend contours which are not so 

narrow that the selecting aperture on the measuring device, such as a dens i-

tometer, receives an average intensity across'a wide range of the deviation 

parameter w,Le.a bent crystal with only slight curvature will have a 

wide area near the center of the contour in which the Bragg condition is 

suitably well satisfied and a sharply bent crystal will not. 

To set an unbent crystal at the Bragg angle, the desired diffracted 

spot must first be chosen and an aperture placed about it. The magnified 

image of the wedge-shaped crystal mus,t then be adjusted, by tilting the 

specimen, until the thickness fringes are at their widest separation. This 

method is open to the perfectly valid criticism that the crystal may not 

be set exactly at the Bragg angle. However, there usually are Kikuchi lines 

in the diffraction pattern which will indicate the degree of deviation 
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involved; if the Kikuchi line passes directly through the center of the 

spot, the crystal is at the Bragg angle. The anomalous absorption para-

meter was shown to be a function of w = st and if s can be made quite 
. { 0 

small, the err.)r in the calculated value of B will be small, provided t 
o 

is small, i. e. deviations in ware more serious for higher order beams. 

All crystals used for this investigation were unbent and were tilted as 

nearly into the Bragg conditions as visual observations would allmv before 

micrographs were taken. 

Exposure of a micrograph is perhaps one of the most critical phases 

in obtaining data for determining the absorption parameters. The intensity 

of the image can be maximized by fully focusing the second condenser lens 

in the microscope, but the divergence of the incident beam is also maxi-

mized. A divergent beam must be avoided for reasons already discussed 
, ' 

and the condenser lens must be well defocused before a micrograph is taken. 

Individual oeprators will defocus to different degrees and the absorption 

parameters calculated by each for the same material should exhibit dif-

ferences due entirely to the degree of beam divergence. 

The normal exposure time for a fully focused incident beam is about 

two seconds. Except for two cases which will be point out, the beam was 

defocused to the point where exposure times were between twenty and thirty 

seconds, i.e. using a focused beam, the image was adjusted to exhibit the 

widest fringe separation, the beam was then defocused to a point where 

the image on the fluorescent screen in the viewing chamber was not visible, 

and then emulsion covered glass plates were exposed in the camera chamber. 

It would be entirely fruitless to go into detail about the variations 

in electron microscopes used, the variation of photographic emulsions used, 
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and the variations in developing and fixing the negatives obtained in the 

microscope. Let it suffice to say that glass lantern slides covered with 

fine-grained emulsion were used. Processing was such·that overdeveloping, 

underdeveloping, overfixing or underfixing did not occur. The developing 

solution did not produce strikingly contrasty ornon~contrasty negatives. 

This is tantamount to saying that photographic technique plays no role in 

affecting the mea~ured v~lues of the absorption parameters, which seeins in-

conceivable, but it will be assumed that, whatever else may be wrong, the 

photographic skill with which the micrographs were obtained was flawless, 

and that other investigators measuring absorption parameters are equally 

gifted, which seems even more inconceivable. 

The intensity profile can be obtained from an exposed negative either 

by measuring the density of exposed grains on a microdensitometer or by 

measuring the transmissivity to light of the exposed plate on a microphoto-

meter. The densitometer used has a linear response, i.e. the density read-

ing can be expressed as RD = KO + KID, where D is the plate density, KI · a 

scale constant and KO an arbitrary reference constant which can be changed 

by moving the zero-point on the chart. The microphotometer used has an 

exponential response and the strip chart reading can be expressed as R 
p 

Koe -K I D and Ko is changeable by changing the sensitivity of the light de-

tector. 

Each machine was calibrated using a step wedge (step wedge 112, East

man Kodak),32 or a strip of film exposed, at regular intervals along its 

length, regularly increasing amounts. The diffuse density on the wedge 

ranged from 0.05 to 3.05 in steps of 0.15. The tracings obtained from 

machines are shown in Figure V-I. On a given negative, such as the step 
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XBL 684-548 

Fig •. V-la. Microdensitometer trace of photographic step wedge show
ing twenty-t,vo exposure levels u·sed for calibration. 
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wedge, where there is a wide range of densities, high densities which give 

readings which are either off sc~le (microdensitometer) or so close to zero 

as to be unreadable (microphotometer) can be determined for a given light 

intensity and measuring slit size by physically moving the zero intensity 

reference point (microdensitometer) to bring the readings onto scale or 

by increasing the sensitivity of the light detector (microphotometer) to 

increase the readings in the denser regions. Examples of this are shown 

in Figure V-l. 

In Figure V-2a,a linear-linear plot of microdensitometer reading 

versus step number yields a very good straight line, the slope of which 

changes slightly when the zero point reading is moved to allow the record

ing'of the higher density steps to be reeorded on the same sheet. In Fig. 

V-2b, a logarithmic-linear plot of microphotometer reading versus step 

number yields fairly straight lines with slight changes of slope whenever 

the sensitivity is changed. There is, in addition, a deviation from 

linearity for a given sensitivity setting whenever the readings on the 

,microphotometer are somewhat less than 0.10 on the strip chart or less 

than -2.3 on the calibration chart. This deviation becomes more pronounced 

at higher sensitivity settings and the more highly dense steps. Since 

almost all micrographs had density ranges above zero which did not require 

resetting the sensitivity on the microphotometer, this deviation was ig

nored. 

Each machine can be ,made ready for measuring by selecting some suit

able reference point, usually unexposed emulsion, and locating this refer

ence, on scale. For the microdensitometer this corresponds to the zero 

dE:nsity point;'for the microphotometer this corresponds to the full scale 
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(100) reading. The microphotometer must further be adjusted, such that 

complete opacity gives a reading of zero by placing an opaque object be-

tvleen the light source and detector. 

The slit size could possibly affect the values determined to be the 

absorption parameters. For example, a wide slit measuring the density in 

a region 'of a maximum or minimum would tend to average out the readings 
i' . • 

and 'the intensity profile would have its peaks leveled and its valleys 

filled, "resulting in a:' significant change in the measured absorption para-

meters. Slit widths, however, are on the order of a few microns measured 

at the exposed plate. On the microphotometer slit widths of 1]..1, 2]..1,and 

50 were found to give no change in intensity profile for the most closely 

spaced fringes used for measuring absorption parameters. The microdensi-

tometer slit is usually adjusted to be roughly square in cross section, 

but the slit on the microphotometer has a wide range of lengths. The slit 

length was set at one tenth of a millimeter, giving a slit that was, in cross-

section, a long narrow rectangle parallel to the thickness fringes being 

measured. This was necessary to allow sufficient intensity to strike the 

detector. 

Although intensity profiles from both the microdensitometer and the 

microphotometer are to be presented, absorption parameters were obtained 

only from the microphotometer profiles, except in two cases where highly 

divergent radiation was used and plate densities were high. The reasons 

are as follows: a \vider range of intensities for normally exposed plates 

can be covered \vithout changing the sensitivity or zero-point reading be-

cause of the logarithmic nature of the plot. Positioning of the area to 

be measured is facilitated by t\VO hand operated traversing cranks at right 
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angles to one another and a rotatable supporting stage; the plates are 

positioned by eye in the microdensitometer. On a number of plates it was 

necessary to measure the intensity along the same line in each plate and 

plates could be interchanged ,.;rithout necessitating realignment for each 

successive plate. The detecting slit was such that it could be easily 

made into a long narrow rectangle. Linear magnification is made possible 
. .. 

by using a variable speed motor to drive the plate through the detecting 

beam; magnification·on the microdensitometer is changed mechanically by 

changing the position of a lever arm attached to the stage. Also the data 

is plotted on a strip chart recorder which runs continuously and in syn-

chronization with the stage; the paper must be changed on the densitometer 

after a certain linear travel, a process which can lead to losing the cali-

brated zero point: 

31 Metherell and Whelan eliminated the plate exposure and intensity 

measurements from the plate by using a rather sophisticated experimental 

setup. A SOOt.! aperture was placed in the center of the viewing screen of 

the electron microscope. A Faraday cage was placed immediately below the 

aperture and the electron current passing into. the cage amplified elec-

tronically and plotted with a pen recorder. A dark-field bend contour 

imaged on the screen could be manually moved so that the center of the con-

tour passed over the aperture and the recorder plotted the intensity pro-

file of a wedge-shaped crystal at the Bragg angle. The absorption para-

meters (in this case, of aluminum) were then determined from the intensity • 

profiles using method 3 described above. The only valid criticism of this 

experimental method is that since the currents involved were exceedingly 

small ('\,10- 12 amp.), defocusing of the condenser lens must be restricted 
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to a small amount, hence the intensity profiles should be influenced to a 

great extent.by the divergent nature of .the incident beam. 

Therefore, the experimental problem reduces to one whi.ch involves 

orienting a crystal at the Bragg angle for a particular set of planes and 

then obtaining intensity profiles from which the absorption parameters can 

be determined. The eighteen examples used for this report are listed in 

Table V-I alphabetically according to their presentation. Examples A to J 

are from the same silicon foil; half are bright-field examples and the 

rest, dark-field examples. All micrographs were obtained using well

defocused illumination, but varying amounts of amorphous film are on the 

foil surfaces'. Dark-field examples K and L were obtained from a different 

silicon foil using poorly-defocused illumination. Lastly, examples M to 

R, all dark-field examples, were obtained from a foil of quenched aluminum 

and contain examples of similar micrographs obtained using different de

grees of defocused illumination. 

The absorption parameters obtained for different reflecting planes 

will be plotted in this thesis as functions of the extinction distance of 

the lowest order reflecting planes, i.e. those with the shortest reciprocal 

lattice vector. The absorption parameters are converted by multiplying the 

calculated value by the ratio of extinction distances; this ratio is ob

tained by comparing intensity profiles and determining the relative dis

tances between extrema. Since the absorption parameters as developed are 

dimensionless, this procedure allows estimations to be made of how the ab

sorption lengths change with diffracting planes, having related these lengths 

to the same standard extinction distance. 

Before going directly to the experimentally determined absorption 



Table V-I. SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATIONS AND PERTINENT DATA 

Reflecting Surface Example Material Planes Specimen Shape Canditian 

A Si (111) high angle wedge amarphous film 

B Si (111) high angle wedge amarphaus film 

C Si (Ill) high angle wedge, no. film 

D Si (111) high angle wedge " no. film 

E Si (Ill) law angle wedge slight film 

F Si (111) law ,angle wedge " slight film 

G Si (220), law angle wedge slight film 

H Si (220) law ang'le wedge slight film 

I Si (113) law angle wedge slight film 

J Si (113) law angle wedge slight film 

K Si (Ill) wedge no. film 

L Si (220) wedge no. film 

M Al (Ill) wedge no. film 

N Al (111) wedge no. film 

0 Al (002) wedge no. film 

P Al (002) wedge no. film 

Q Al (220) wedge no. film 

R , Al (220) wedge no. film 
I 

. 

Candenser 
Lens 

Setting 

: 'defecused 

defacused 

defacused 

' defacused ' 

defacused 

defacused 

defacused 

defacused 

defacused 

defacused 

facused 

facused 

defacused 

defacused mare 

defacused 

defacused mare 

defacused 

defacused mare 

I 
-...J 
N 
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parameters, it will be of interest to first'present some experimental data 

on the determination of the incident intensity, I , used in, the dynamical 
, 0 

theory. 
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VI. INCIDENT INTENSITY 

To obtain I in Equation (11-45), it would seem all that is necessary 
o 

is to obtain bright-field and dark-field micrographs of the same exposure 

times. The region outside the foil in dark-field will give the zero. expo-

sure level and the same region in bright-field will give the intensity 

incident on the foil, or the vacuum intensity I. Theoretically, I should 
v . v 

be equal to i if the foil surfaces are clean. If the incident surface 
o 

has a~ amorph~us film upon it', the intensity of the electron beam may be 

significantly' altered before entering the' foil proper. The micrographs in 

Figure VI-1 for examples A and B' sho\v such an amorphous layer on the sur-

face of the foil that extends past the edge of the wedge. The microdensi-

tometer and microphotometer ·traces clearly illustrate that the incident 

transmitted intensity is noticeably reduced from that of the vacuum and 

there is a diffuse contribution to the incident diffracted beam, making 

it non-zero. 

On the photometer the reading for the unexposed emulsion must be ob-

tained for both the bright-field and dark-field micrographs if any compari-

son is to be made bet\veen the two. The process of determinin'g the vacuum 

intensity of electrons for the dark-field micrograph is as follows: 

a) obtain photometer (or densitometer) traces from both bright-

field and dark-field micrographs with unexposed emulsion 

levels; 

b) determine the (arbitrary) intensities of the dark-field ex-

trema and fogged emulsion; 

c) subtract fogged emulsion level from extrema. values; 
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(a) 

(b) XBB 684-1732 

(a) Bright-field (example A) and (b) dark-field 
(example B) micrographs of wedge-shaped silicon 
foil for (111) diffracting p1anes~ An amorphous 
film extends past the edge of the foil. Images 
were obtained using well-de focused illumination, 
hence only slightly divergent incident radiation. 
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d) plot these values on a logarithmic versus linear graph; 

e) find I~ for the dark-field profile; 

f) determine the a-rbit-rary intensities of the bright-field 

_ extrema; 

g) plot the extrema and find I~ for the bright-field profile; 

h) superimpose the plots of I~ to obtain the relative expo-

i) 

sure factor; 

multiplyI value of B-Fmicrograph by the relative expo
v 

sure value and subtract fogged emulsion level to obtain 

new B-F -I \-. 'This value - should also be I for the dark-
v v 

field profile. 

(For further use of the bright-field intensity profile, the fogged emulsion 

level must also be subtracted from all extrema values.) 

If Equation (II-4S) were truly applicable to wedge-shaped foils, the 

incident dynamical intensity can also be determined by extrapolating 

-2At --
I~ = Ioeback to t = O. Figure VI-2 illustrates, for the micrographs 

in Figure VI-I, this method. It is seen that the extrapolated values of 

1 are significantly smaller in the thin regions of the foil for both 
o 

example A (bright-field) and example B (dark-field) than either I _, the 
v 

vacuum intensity, or IF' the apparent incident intensity on the foil after 

passing through the amorphous surface layer, and that both curves approach 

IF in the thicker regions of the foil (although this is not significant). 

Even IF is not the value we need for the incident intensity, since, 

having passedthro\lgh an amorphous film, it is partially incoherent, i. e. 

diffuse. To illustrate this point, we can use the data obtained from a 
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wedge-shaped foil that has no appreciable amorphous film. The densitometer 

traces from the micrographs in Figure VI-3, examples C and D, show no de

tectable surf~celayer', i.e. no sharp change in incident intensity at the 

edge of the foil. In the t,ITO dark-field cases there is excellent agreement 

between the values of the mean parameter obtained by comparison of succes-

sive values of 1[1, at integral changes of extinction distances, Figure VI-

4a, curves B 'and n, and pObr correspondence for the same parameter using 

what is considered to be a known incident intensity, curves B* and D*. If 

we use a vaiue of the incident intensity, significantly smaller than IF' say 

I~ for example B (see Figure VI-2) , curve B* can be made to exhibit good 

',' , * 
agreement with curve D (Figure VI-4b). The intensity difference IF - I~ 

will be the diffuse contribution to the transmitted beam incident on the 

foil surface. 

Figure VI-5 illustrates more clearly, for the dark-field example of 

the last case, that the extrapolated incident intensity is initially lower 

than the apparent incident intensity and rises, in the thicker regions of 

the foil, to a much greater value. This suggests that electrons are con-

tinually being fed into the dynamical beam as it passes through the foil 

with the result that the extrapolated incident intensity increases with 

thickness. These electrons may have either or both of two possible sources. 

The first is from the inelastic or diffuse electrons, formed as a result 

of low energy loss collisions in the crystal, which again become dynamical. 

This is knm,'Tl to occur as discussed in Section TIL A second possible 

source would occur if all the electrons in the incident beam were not ini-

tially dynamical, that is, (a) if it took a finite thickness to cause all 

the electrons to behave dynamically, (b) if ,part of the incident beam were 
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(a) 

(b) XBB 684-1733 

(a) Bright-field (example C) 'and (b) dark-field (exam
ple D) micrographs of wed ge-shaped silicon foil for 
(111) planes diffracting. No noticeable amorphous 
film is present. Well-defocused illumination used to 
obtain images. 
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Figure VI- 3c. Microdensit ome ter traces of 
examples C and D. 
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Microphotometer traces 
of examples C and D. 
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(a) Curves B and D: Variations of the mean absorption 
uarameter \vi.th foil thickness obtained from It; curves of 
~xamples Band D. Curves B* and D*: same parameter using 
IF == 0,6 Iv for B and Iv for D as incident intensities. 

(b) Same using Ii' - 0.4 Iv for B. 
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Change in extrapolated incident intensity ,lith thickness 
for dark-field example D. 
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incoherent or (c) if part of the incident beam wer~ composed of "hard" 

electrons similar in wave properties to the hard x-rays observed when the 

Borrmann effect is operating in x-radiated crystals. Cases (b) and (c) 

may reduce to the same thing if the electrons are hard as a direct result 

of being incoherent. 

As far as' the' dynamical theory is concerned, the edge of the foil for 

a wedge is irrelevant. It can', if desired, be assumed that the wedge be-

gins after the foil is one or more extinction distances thick and, using 
. . ' 

suii:able incident intensities for both the transmitted and diffracted 

beam, obtain the correct dynamical intensities emergent from the bottom 

of the foiL This is illustrated schematically in Figure VI-6. The curve 

des cribing the 

I e-2Axe-2At = 
o 

intensi ty differences between I and I i" bec.ames I A. ::: . . . max m n u. 

II" ~2At· i f 1 i f 0 1 2 e . a ser es a over app n. g curves or x = , , , 
o. ' 

... 
Now, determiD:ingthe mean absorption parameter, 2A, as a function of foil 

thickne~s, from each successiVe wedge we obtain from the last dark"';field 

example the set of curves 0,..6 shown in Figure VI-7j curve 0 for.x = 0, I e 
o 

I , up to curve 6 for x = 6, II == 11\ (6). Whereas the curves lto 6 ex-
v· o. u. 

hibit a regular tendency to increase with increasing thickness of foil and 

to lie below the succeediri'g curve, curve o does not fit into thh regular 

pattern. If we use as an incident dynamical intensity I~'" 0.7 Iv' we ob

tain curve 0' , which fits very nicely into the pattern. Thus this h a 

strong indication that the incident intensity on the foil surface issig~ 

nificantly smaller than the available vacuum :tntensity of el@ctrons. The 

remainder If -.I~ is incoherent or "hard" and mayor may not become dynami= 

cal, in passing through thicker foils. 

If the "hard"component is SO as a result of being incoherent, the 
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Fig. VI-6. A wedge-shaped foil can be broken up into successive \-ledges 
of varying thickness, thus (a); (b) and (c) are equivalent. 
The intensities incident on the lower 1.]edges are the dynam-

. ical theory intensities at the bottom of the upper wedges 
in (b) and (c). 
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Variation of the mean absorption parameter with thickness 
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cidE!llt intensities I", (x) with the values of x shown to the 
left of each curve. Curve 0 using 1",(0) = Iv does not fit 
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result would be to raise the background levels in both the transmitted and 

diffracted beams. If, however, this component is purely non-interacting 

and passes directly through the foil, interference effects should be ob-

servable on the bright-field intensity profile. Electrons in such a com-

ponent would be refracted, but not dispersed. 

The transmitted wave function in the crystal, Equation (II-43a), should 

then become 

T(O,t) 

(VI-I) 

The bright-field intensity would then be 

TT* ...[I;; ) ~I~' e -2At cosh Bt cos TIt 

I' 
+ : e -2At (COSh 2Bt + cos 2IT t) (VI-2) 

There will be two conditions for intensity maxima given by 

I 
max 

I 
max 

e-
2At (-Fo- .g + ~ cosh Bt)2 

e-
2At (-Fa -F. - .g cosh Bt)2 

for 

for 

n an integer. The intensity minima will be given by 

t 2n (VI-3a) 

t 2n+l (VI-3b)· 



I . nun 

and the curve I~ will be 

I~ 
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(VI-4) 

(VI-S) 

The '~ethod outlined in Section·IV for obtaining I~ makes calculations. 

2n+l' 
at t = --2-- or at odd multiples of half-extinction distances. In such 

-2At 
cases Equation eVI-S) is simply I~ = I~ e and interference eff.ects 

will not affect calculations. Even though undesirable, I~ can also be 

determined at integral extinction distance by ~nterpolation on the I . 
mln 

curve. For specimen C, when the I~ curve is so calculated, there does 

not appear to be any evidence of interference effect in that the curve on 

a semi-logarithmic plot is fairly smooth and show-sno significant fluctua-

tion of values. Thus the "hard" component is probably due to incoherence 

in the incident beam. 

An alternate explanation for the presence of apparently hard electrons 

would arise if the diffracting planes were not exactly at the Bragg angle 

to the incident beam; in which case the dynamical envelope would be ex-

pressed as: 

I ~ (t) 

wherein the apparent incident intensity is 

I' 
o 

I 
o 

(VI-6) 

(IV-:-7) 



as in Equation (111-2). 
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The remainder, I - It = 
o 0 

w2 
I , would, accord

l+w2 0 

ing to the dynamical theory, be carried along in the Bloch distributions 

and then appear only in the transmitted wave function and not in the dif-

fracted wave function. The important distinction, as contrasted to inco-

herent electrons, is that this remainder would be dynamical but not appear 

in the dynamical envelope. For I - It = 0.3 I used for example D, the 
o 0 0 

squared deviation parameter would need to be w2 = 0.43. In Sections IX 

and X, it is determined that example D is not at the Bragg angle and that 

~2 is at least 0.27. Thus a major part, if not all, of the apparent lower-

ing of the incident intensity in the thin regions of a foil can be explained 

in this manner. However, it is still likely that incoherence in the inci-

dent beam contributes a significant amount to the lowering of the dynamical 

incident intensity below the vacuum intensity of electrons. 

Example B should have about the same magnitude of the deviation para-

meter as example D, since the mean absorption parameters for each are 

nearly the same (Figure VI-4). FOr example B, I~ would be about 0.7 I~-

0.3 Iv' i. e. '\Tith the amorphous film present, apprpximately seventy percent 

of the incident beam is not in the dynamical en~elope. In this case the 

incoherent electrons, produced by the filament or by the amorphous film, 

would playa major role in reducing the intensity of electrons in the dyn-

am~calenvelope. 

Therefore, the incident intensity used in the dynamical theory is not 

well-defined and cannot be determined experimentally. ,In addition to this 

the apparent incident intensity changes with thickness, becoming larger 

for thicker foils, because there is a continuing supply of electrons to 

the dynamical electrons. These new electrons are probably mainly inelastically 
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scattered electrons which, after losing a small amount of energy, again 

become dynamically scattered. 

This also has the unfortunate result that the measurements obtained 

from the bright-field images are relatively useless compared to dark-field 

images because of the intense background present and the fact that the 

most important measurement on the bright-field image, that of the incident 

intensity, appears to be worthless, containing hard or incoherent electrons 

and possibly a large amount of diffuse or inelastic electrons if the sur

face is contaminated. 
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VIL THE DYNAMICAL ENVELOPE 

Figure V~I-l shows plots of the dynamical envelopes (the curves 1
6

) 

for the t\vO bright-field and the two dark-:fi~ld examples given in Section 

VI. The solid curves are envelope sizes that woutd be obtained from the 

dynamical equations for different values of the mean absorption parameter 

2A. It would appear, for the data plotted in this manner, that 2A == 0.5. 

However, these envelope sizes are relative to IF' the intensity incident 

on the foil, ~hich differs from the vacuum intensity IV if there is an 

amorphous film present, and as shown in the last section, the extrapolated 

incident intensity varies from below to above IF as the foil thickness in

creases due to re-entrainment of diffuse electrons into the dynamical beams. 

Hence this type of plot actually gives little information about the mean 

absorption parameter and serves only to illustrate that the envelope size 

relative to the incident foil intensity is reasonably the same for the same 

set of reflecting planes (in this case <111» and independent of any amor

phous film. 

The actual mean linear absorption parameters, determined by comparing 

successive points on the 16 curves separated by one extinction distance, 

are shown in Figure VII-2. The bright-field curves (A and C) are som~what 

erratic, but the dark-field curves (B and D) are much in accord and show 

a rise in the apparent m~an absorption parameter \vith increasing thickness. 

So far only one set of diffracting planes have been considered. For 

a given single crystal there are numerous allowed reflections all to which 

the t,vo-beam dynamical theory should be applicable individually. Figure 

VII-3 sh0\vs the micrographs and densitometer traces for three different 
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Fig. VII-I. Dynamical envelope sizes as' functions of thickness for 
examples A,B, C and D compared to theoretical envelope 
sizes 'obtained using the values , of the mean parameter, 
shown to the left. 
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(c) (e) 

(d) (f) 

XBB 684-1734 

Electron micrographs of the same wedge-shaped silicon 
foil using different diffracting planes. For the (Ill) 
planes : (a) bright-field (example E) and (b) dark
field (example F). For the (220) planes: (c) bright
field (example G) and (d) dark-field (example H). For 
the (113) planes: (e) bright-field (example I) and 
(f) dark-field (example J). 
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operating reflections, the (111), (220), and (113) reflecting planes, from . . . . 

the same silicon wedge-shaped foil. There is a small amount of amorphous 

material present on the surface of the.foil as indicated by the change in 

intensity of the bright-field images near the edge of the foil. In each 

case the incident foil intensity IF is about nine-tenths of the vacuum 

intensity'I
v

' yet the dynamical envelopes relative to IF are markedlydif..,.. 

ferent for the' three reflections. Figure VII-4 shows the envelope sizes 

for the three reflections as functions of the foil thickness given as the 

number of (111) extinction distances. At first glance it might seem that 

the mean absorption parameter increases with increasing reciprocal lattice 

vector length or diffracting angle, but when the mean parameters are cal-

culated according to Equation (IV-3), it can be seen that this is not true 

in the thicker regions of the foil. Figure VII-5 shows the mean parameters 

determined from the I~ curves of the three dark-field examples and the re-

sults are very encouraging because they indicate that for thick crystals 

the mean absorption is a crystal parameter independent of the diffracting 

planes. 

Figure VII-5 shows that, in thick foils, the change in size of the 

dynamical envelope \vi th thickness is roughly the same for the three reflec-

tions shmvu even though Figure VII-4 shmvs the envelope sizes are smaller 

for the two higher order reflections. Figures VII·-6a and b show the en-

velope shapes, relative to the vacuum intensity I , as functions of distance 
v 

from the edge of the foil both as (a) a linear-linear plot and (b) a log-

arithmic-linear "rhich emphasizes the detail at low relative intensities 

\oJhile distorting the ,absolute magnitudes. It is seen that the dynamical 

envelope for the (113) beam is almost entirely enclosed by that for the 
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(220) beam, which is itself almost entirely enclosed by that for the (Ill) 

beam. 
. ., . . 

Figure VII-7 shows the extrapolated incident intensities for the three 

dark-field examples relative to the vacuum intensity of electrons •. The 

beam with the shortest reI-vector, the (Ill) beam, has everywhere higher 

apparent incident intensities than do the others. As pointed out in the 

previous section, the thin foil extrapolated intensities will depend to a 

large extent upon the deviation parameter, w. The extinction distance for 

the (220) reflection is about ten percent larger than that for the (Ill) 

reflection in silicon, yet the equal thickness fringes in the micrographs 

(Figure VII-3) are at the same positions on the images for both reflecting 

planes. Therefore the (220) planes are not at the Bragg angle and the 

effective extinction distance fcir these reflecting planes is somewhat short-

er than the real extinction distance. The fact that the (220) planes ex-

hibit a smaller dynamical envelope and lower extrapolated incident inten-

sities can then be partly explained by a non-zero deviation parameter. 

However, even if the data for the (220) and the (113) planes were adjusted 

- so that the envelope sizes and extrapolated intensity were the same as 

those for the (111) plenas in the thin part of the foil, the (111) planes 

~vould s till have a larger envelope and higher extrapolated incident in-

tensities in the thick foil. Thus it appears that the higher order beams 

are less efficient in re-entraining inelastic electrons into the dynamical 

beams. Furthermore, for a given amount of divergence in the incident beam, 

the higher order beams would have larger average values of w (same s, larger 

t ) and hence would be less efficient in dynamically scattering as great 
o 

an intensity of electrons as vlOuld a low order beam. 
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Fig. VII-7. Extrapolated incident intensities as functions of thickness 
for examples F, H, and J. 
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As a general statement it might be said that the lowest order set of 

diffracting pla~es, such·a~ (111), would be the 1;Ilost efficient in passing 

electrons dyn~mically through a foil whether the electron source were the 

divergent incident beam or the low energy loss inelastically scattered 

electroris in the crystal . 

. The rest of the examples are dark-field micrographs· and there are no 

corresponding bright-field examples from which the vacuum intensities and 

incident foil intensities can be determined. Therefore,because exposure 

levels differ from micrograph to micrograph, no good comparison can be 

made of the e~velope sizes or apparent incident intensities obtained from 

different examples. However, the magnitudes of the mean absorption para

meters determined and the manner in ,,,hich these parameters change can be 

assessed. 

Figure VII-8 shows the dark-field micrographs and densitometer traces 

obtained from a silicon foil for (a) the (Ill) planes diffracting and (b) 

the (220) planes diffracting. The primary difference between these images 

and those preceding is that these examples were obtained using rather well

focused electron beams and hence large amounts of divergent radiation. 

Both examples had about the same slight amount of defocusing of the con

denser lens of the microscope and short exposure times. Comparing the in

tensity profiles with those presented earlier, it can be seen that one of 

the consequences of failing to properly defocus the condenser lens is that 

the dynamical envelope is poorly developed, particularly in the thin re

gions of the crystal. 
" 

Figure V11-9 sho\vs hmll the envelope sizes change \"ith thickness rela

tive to the total diffracted intensity at the first maximum. The data for 
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(a) 

(b) XBB 684-1728 

Dark-field micrographs of a silicon wedge-shaped foil 
using the (a) (Ill) (example K) and (b) (220) (exam
ple L) diffracting planes. The images were obtained 
using poorly defocused illumination, hence highly 
divergent incident beams. 
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specimen F, Figure VII-3b, has been plotted here for comparison. Both 

specimens K and L have envelopes which initially increase ~.Ji th thickness 

and then slowly decrease. In the thin foil the dynamically scattered 

electrons constitute only a small fraction of the total when divergent 

illumination is used. HO\.Jever, both the (111) and the (220) reflecting 

planes are able to e ntrain diffuse or inelastic electrons as the foil 

thickness increases and the (111) p l anes are again more efficient at en

trainmen t. 

In Figure VII-10 the mean absorption parameters are plotted as func

tions of thickness for these two examples and demonstrate the same behavior 

shown in Figure VII-S inasmuch as the mean parameter increases with thi ck

ness and is roughly the same for both sets of diffracting planes in the 

thicker regions of the crystal. However, the use of divergent radiation 

has resulted in a lower mean absorption parameter being determined for all 

thicknesses and even negative values for this parameter in the thin foils. 

Therefore, the divergen t nature of the incident beam has changed the value 

of a quantity wh i ch, according to Equation (111-2), was independent of the 

level of background radiation. The fact that large amounts of diffuse or 

inelastic electrons were introduced into the dynamical envelope as the foil 

increased in t hickness has led to a serious underestimation of the mean 

parameter. 

Figure VII-ll shows the last six examples to be presented: examples 

Hand N are (111) dark-field examples, 0 and Pare (002) dark-field exam

ples , and Q and Rare (220) dark-field examples from the same quenched 

aluminum foil. Both examples in any set are images using a vlell-defocused 

condenser lens, but t he second example uses somewhat further defocused 
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(a) 

(b) XEE 684-1730 

Dark-field micrographs of aluminum foil using the 
(Ill) diffracting planes. Both images obtained 
using well-defocused illumination but (a) 
example M has slightly more divergent incident 
radiation than does (b) example N. 
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Cd) 

Ce) XBB 684-1731 

Same as Figure VII-ll (a), (b), but using the 
(002) diffracting planes. (d) example 0 has 
slightly more divergent incident radiation 
than does (e) example P. 
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(f) Microphotometer traces of 
examples 0 and P o 
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(g) 

(h) XBB 684 -1 988 

Same as Figure VII-ll (a), (b), but using the (220) 
diffracting planes. (g) example Q has slightly Tl'ore 
divergent incident radiation than does (h) example R. 
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(i) lucrorhotometer traces of 
examples Q and R. 

o 
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illumination than does the first. Figure VII-12 show's the mean absorption 

parameters obtained from the 'If':, curves. In each case the curve obtained' 

for the example with less divergent incident radiation (Figure VII-12b) is, 
.; . 

for the most part, above that for the other in the set (Figure VII-12a). 

Again it can be seen, particularly for .those examples with the least diver-

gence in the incident beams, that the mean absorption parameter is rela-

tivelyindependent, in thick foils, of the diffracting pL:mes. 

Since there is a definite tendency for the ~ean absorption parameters 

as determined from successive points on the If':, curves to increase with in-. 

creasing foil thickness (Figures VII-2, 5, 10 and 12), the values 2A 
max 

shovm in Table VII-l might be considered representative of the thick foil 

two-beam mean aDsorption parameters. However, this value is arbitrary 

and incases may represent a talculation from spurious data. The thick 

foil average slopes of the I, curves, 2A ,are also shown in Table VII-l 
Ll av 

and, as \"ould be expected, these values are somewhat lower than 2A 
. max 

However, for examples J and K, •. the average values of 2A show that 2A 
max 

for these examples are probably spuri~us and not truly representative of 

the thick foil behavior of the dynamical envelope. 

Table VII-l allows comparison of the mean absorption parameters for 

the various groups of micrographs. For the examples from different reflect-

ing planes (E-J, K-L, and M~R), the parameters are always expressed with 

respect to the (111) extinction distance, the ratio of extinct ibn distances 

needed for conversion obtained by comparing micrographs or image profiles. 

Hence 2A, a$ defined in Equation (II-38a), is always 

2A 
2nU' 

o· --t 
k 0 (111) 

rz 

211 to (111) 

r' 
'0 

(VII-l) 
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Table VII-'1. • VALUES OF 2A AND 2A FOR'l'HE SPECIMENS A-R max av 

Example Material Diffracting 2A 2A Conditions max av 

A Si (111) B.F. 0.61 0.599 

B Si (111) D.F. 0.59 0.555 

C Si (111) B.F. 0.66 0.585 

D Si (111) D.F. 0.64 0.542 

E Si (111) B.F. 0.68 0.622 

F Si (lin D.F. 0.79 0.658 

G S{ (220) B.F; 0.78 0.633 

H Si (220) D.F. 0.81 0.670 

I Si (113) B.F. - -
J Si (113) D.F. 0.83 0.605 

K Si (111) .D.F. 0.52 0.283 

L Si (220) D.F. 0.32 0.254 

M A1 (111) D.F. 0.48 0.418 

N A1 (111) D.F. 0.47 0.429 

0 A1 (002) D.F. 0.41 0.392 

P A1 (002) D.F. 0:42 0.411 

Q A1 (220) D.F. 0.33 0.308 

R A1 (220) D.F. . 0.41 0.410 
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Ignoring changes in k with changes in Bragg angles (i.e. cos 6B = 1 for 
rz 

diffraction of 100 kV electrons), the results show that U', the imaginary 
o 

part of the mean lattice potential, is a crystal constant independent of 

the diffracting planes involved in the two-beam situation. Examples A-D 

have somewhat smaller mean absorption parameters than examples E-J for 

the reason that the former were further from the Bragg angle than the 1at-

ter, resulting in a shorter extinction distance (Sections IX and X) and 

hence· small~r values of· 2A.Examp1es K and L obtained using divergent 

radiation have values of 2A which are much lower than those of the rest 

of the silicon specimens, illustrating that a properly defocused incident 

beam is of utmost necessity before an attempt can be made to determine 

the absorption parameters of a crystal. The examples from the aluminum 

foil illustrate that changes in the degree of well-defocusing the incident 

beam result in changes in the measured parameters 'vhich may be quite small 

for low-order beams or quite large for high-order beams with large extinc-

tion distances. 

Summarizing this section, it has been shown that the shape of the dyn~ 

amica1 envelope depends primarily upon the amount of divergence of the in-

cident beam; we11-defocused beams give rise to well-developed envelopes. 

The envelope size at a given thickness depends upon how much radiation of 

a diffuse or inelastic nature is entrained into the two beams, radiation 

which apparently was not initially present in the dynamical envelope or 

,vas lost and then regained. The effect of these additional electrons is 

. to increase the apparent incident intensity with thickness. The relative 

envelope sizes for higher indexed beams are smaller, indicating that the 

ability to diffract dynamically decreases with increasing angle of scattering. 
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The change in envelope size with thickness is assumed to give the.mean ab

sorption parameter, and this parameter, when determined for thick fpils, 

is reasonably the same for different reflecting planes and increases with 

foil thickness. Divergent illumin·ation has the effect of decreasing the 

value of this parameter, determined for a given thickness and highly di-

vergent radiation can even cause the calculated mean parameter to be 

negative. 

t. 
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VIII. THE ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION PARAMETER 

In addition to the mean absorption parameters presented for compari-

sons, Figures VII-la to r show the values of the anomalous absorption para-

meters determined by the four methods presented in Section IV. The similar 

results· obtained by methods 1 and 3 demonstrate that method 3, although 

widely used, does not offer any improvements over the earliest method pro-

posed for determining the anomalous parameter. Therefore, method 3 will 

not be discussed to great extent in this section. 

Method 1 generally yields values of the anomalous absorption parameter 

which increase with thickness. That these values are very sensitive to 

the values obtained for the mean absorption parameter can be seen as ob-

vious, since the curves-2B roughly parallel the curves 2A in all cases. 
1 

Thus when divergent incident radiation is used and the calculated values 

of the mean parameter are lowered, so then are those of the anomalous para-

meter determined by method 1. 

\fuen determined by method 2, the anomalous parameter usually decreases 

with thickness and the effect of divergent radiation is to raise the curves 

2B at a given thickness, i.e. compare Figures VIII-ib and k and Figures 
2 

VIII-1h and L 

Although divergent radiation increases 2B2 and lowers 2Bl at a given 

thickness, Figure VIII-2 illustrates, by comparing specimens Band K, that 

the calculated absorption parameters approach roughly the same values in 

a thicker region of the foil when divergent radiation is used. 

One of the more serious results of background in thin foils is that 

the value of 2B (2B calculated by method 1) is extremely low and may even 
1 
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be negative as inexamplesK and L. Simultaneously the value of 2B2 is 

almost always quite high, so high, in fact, that it is larger than the cal-

culated value of 2A, the mean absorption parameter. These are unrealistic 

results since, as·pointed out in Section II, the anomalous parameter, if 

it exists, must be positive and less than the mean parameter. A negative 

value of 2B would mean the ionic cores are less absorbing than theelec::"" 
. . 

tron plasma between the co~es;an anomalous parameter larger than the mean 

par~meter would correspond to spontaneous generation of 100 kV electrons 

by the plasma rather than absorption. Table VIII-l has, in its first data 

column, the thickI1esses at which the mean absorption parameters are equal 

to the anomalous parameter, i.e. the cross-over points of the curves 2A 

and 2B2 and there are a number of interesting results. Firstly, the cross

over point's for bright-field images are at somewhat larger thicknesses than 

for the corresponding dark-field images; this is probably due to the greater 

background intensity in the forward diffracted direction. Secondly, the 

cross-over points for the higher-indexed reflections are at larger thick-

nesses; this indicates that the background level is higher for these re-

flections as a consequence of the'reflecting planes being less able to 

diffract dynamically, hence more of the incident beam becomes diffuse back-

ground. Thirdly, the more divergent the incident radiation, the greater 

thicknesses at which the cross-over points occur. This is illustrated 

well by specimens K to P and is due in part to the divergent radiation 

raising the curve 2B2 and also to the lowering of the curve 2A. 

Of primary interest are the values of the anomalous parameter obtained 

from thick foils since the anomalous transmission effect should be best 

detectable and extraneous effects from multiple beams scattering and diffuse 



Table VIII~l. ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION PARAMETERS FOR EXAMPLES A-R 

Example cros;~o:e~B~to) 2Bmin 2Bmax 
2Bl 2B4 

.. 
2 1 av 

A 3.3 0.46 0.35 0.337 - i 
: 

B 2.4 0.35 0.26 0.237 - ! 

C 3.2 0.38 0.38 0.334 -
D 2.2 0.32 0.36 0.242 0.15 < 2B4 

. 

E 2.0 0.38 0.37 0.320 0.16 < 2B4 

F 1.9 0.39 0.48 0.318 0.12 < 2134 
G 3.3 0.49 0.50 0.347 -
H 2.9 0.54 0.57 0.425 0.40 < 2B4 

I - 1.08 - - -
J - 0.59 0.55 0.411 0.00 < 2B4 

K 5.9 0.35 0.26 0.003 -
L - 0.37 0.11 0.065 -

M 2.6 0.31 0.32 0.256 0.259 < 213 4 < 0.282 

N 2.1 0.30 0.26 0.262 0.267 < 2B4 < 0.275 

0 3.2 0.27 0.21 0.198 0.164 < 2B < 0.250 
4 

P 2.8 0.22 0.22 0.212 9.171 < 2B4 < 0.243 

Q - 0.25 0.19 0.186 0.173 < 2B4 

R - 0.26 0.24 0.265 0.207 < 2B4 
- ----~-

•. 

I 
t-' 
W 
V1 
I 
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background are lessened. 'Because 2B2 decreases and 2B 1 increases with 

min max . thickness, Table VIII-l also lists the values of 2B2 . and 2Bl and 1n 

most cases the maximum value of the anomalous parameter calculated by 

method 1 is less than the minimum value calculated by method 2. Compar-

ing specimensB and K, it is seen that the same results are obtained using 

an amorphous film to obtain a strong diffuse background or by using diver-

gent radiation. Comparing specimens F and K [(Ill) planes ] and specimens 

Hand L' [(220)' planes] sho~s that both parameters are significantly lower-

d h d · d' . . d b t h 1 for 2Bmax th e w en 1vergent ra 1at1on 1S use, u .t ose va ues 1 are e 

most drastically affected. 

Also included in Table VIII-l are values of 2Bl obtained by sub
av 

tracting the average slopes of the II; curves, 2 (A-B)av' from the average 

slopes of the 16 curves. Since 2Bl increases with thickness, the values 

are somewhat smaller than 2Bmax in almost all cases. 
" 1 

Values of 

2B3 are not shown i~ the table, but the thick foil values owuld be·the 

same as those for 2B
1

, i.e. 2B~ax = 2B~ax. Assuming investigators using 

method 3 for determining the anomalous parameter would report an average 

thick foil value of their results, such a value would lie between 2B 
. lav 

max 
and 2Bl ,since the curve 2B3 lies slightly above 2Bl as it approaches 

2Bmax 
1 • 

Comparing different reflecting planes in silicon, specimens E-H, all 

methods of measurement indicate that the anomalous parameter for the (220) 

planes is larger than that for the (Ill) planes. Since silicon has the 

diamond cubic structure, the spacings of the (111) planes is not regular 

\\lhile those of the (220) planes are. Therefore the size of the "channels" 

in silicon do not necessarily decrease \,ith increasing Miller indices of 
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the diffracting planes (i. e. the interplanar spacing for cubic structures 

.. I 2 2 I is dhk £ = aol ~h +k +£ , where ao is the latt±c~ constant and h, k, and 

£ are the Miller indices) and anomalous transmission or channeling of elec-

trons could be adversely affected when (lll) planes are used for diffrac-

tion. In·· contrast, the aluminum specimens, M-P, indicate that the anomalous 

absorptio~ parameter decreases with increasing order of reflection. Al um-

inurn has the face-centered ·cubic structure and all reflecting planes have 

characteristic spacings, decreasing with 'increasing Miller indices, hence 

the size of the channel decreases for higher-indexed diffracting planes. 

The (113) planes in silicon and the (220) planes in aluminum have pointedly 

been ignored here because their extinction distances are so large that only 

a small number of data points can be used and interpolated values represent 

averages over great thicknesses so that points on the dynamical envelope 

are not as well-defined as they are for the lower-order planes. 

Although measurements of and indications about the anomalous parameter 

can be made by methods 1, 2, and 3, they are not definitive nor do they 

even prove that the parameter is greater than zero. Since method 2 is 

expected to always give an overestimate and methods 1 and 3 can give over-

estimates, the measurements presented so far might be spurious results 

introduced by the presence of background radiation. In fac.t, all that can 

be concluded so far is that, if anomalous absorption is present, the anom

alous parameter is not greater than the values of 2B~in given in Table 

VIII.;..l if the specimen is at the Bragg angle. Method 4 ,."as developed to 

overcome precisely this handicap. 

Conditions must be most favorable in order to obtain an answer by the 

fourth method and the last column in Table VIII-l shows that bright-field 
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micrographs are generally not suitable, i.e. 2B4 was not calculable for 

specimens A, C, G, arid 1.' Also specimens with large diffuse background 

contributions are not suitable for dark-field imaging (specimens B, K, 

and L). 

It is necessary to make determinations by subtracting values on the 

IE curve from those immediately preceding, thereby canceling to some degree 

the background contribution to the results. If determination is made be-

fore the maximum background is obtained, the value 2B4 will bean over

estimate; 2B4 will be an underestimate if calculations are made on points 

past the background maximum. The only real problem that then exists is 

determining where the background maximum is located on an intensity profile. 

All the silicon specimens which had high background indicate that the 

background maximum occurs in a relatively thin region of the foil at about 

one extinction distance (e.g. see the intensity profiles for examples A, 

B, C, G, K and L). Since values on the IE and 16 curves are not attain

able at thinner points, 6G for method 4 will always be positive 'and 2B4 

will be underestimates for the silicon specimens. 

Using method 4, it is then determinable that there 'are indeed non-zero 

anomalous absorption parameters for silicon as shown in Table VIII-I. 

Even though the magnitude of the anomalous parameter is not determinable 

,from a single intensity profile, the fact that it does exist and is greater 

than zero is an extremely important result previously unattained. Using 

methods 2 and 4 it is possible to put upper and lower limits on the anom

alous parameter, i~e. from specimen F, 0.12 < 2B < 0.39, and from specimen 

H,0.40 < 2B < 0.54 are obtained. 

The aluminum specimens illustrate that method 4 can be used to far 
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greater advantage .if two micrographs are taken at different degrees of 

defocusing the in~identbeam. Specimens M; 0, and Q are well-defocused 

dark-field images and N, P,and R even further defocused dark-field images. 

Figure ViII-3 shows the dark-field micrographs, obtained from the same 

foil using incident radiatio~ far from the Bragg angle for the. (111) planes, 

and the microphotometer traces, compared with t~ose for examples M and N, 

which illustrate that the backgrou~d inte~sitymaxima. occur at foil thick

nesses of approximately 2.5 to 3 extinction distances. These·profiles are 

essentially the background distributions since very little dynamical dif

fraction occurs. Therefore, the figures shown in Table VIII-I were ob

tained knowing that an overestimate is on one/side and an underestimate 

on the other side of the background maximum. 

Even without the aid of the background profile, it is possible to 

determine which values are overestimates and which underestimates. The 

magnitude of L'lG, the background difference given by Equation (IV-20), 

should change with degree of defocusing, and therefore the degree of over~ 

estimation or underestimation should lessen with greater defocusing. 

Figure VIII-4 shows that this does occur for the sets of examples from the 

different diffracting planes in aluminum.· For the (111) and (002) planes, 

the curves for 2B4 cross at thickness.es a little less than three extinc-

tion distances, which is approximately where the maximum background intensity 

occurs. According to the way method 4 is designed, the value of 2B,+ where 

the curves cross should the.n be the value of the anomalous parameter for 

each set of diffracting planes. Other absorption parameter data has been 

included in Flgure VIII-4, so it is possible to observe the effect of 

changing the divergence of the incident beam upon the measured parameters 
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(a) 

(b) 
XBB 684-1729 

Dark-field micrographs of same aluminum foil as 
shown in Figure VII-II with (111) planes dif
fra~ting. Incident radiation is far from the 
Bragg angle so that the observed intensity is 
primarily diffuse background; (a) and (b) 
examples M' and N' respectively. 
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Microphotbmeter traces from examples (c) M 
and N (same as Figure VII-Hc) and (d) M' . 
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and it can be seen that defocusing tends to decrease 2B2 and increase 2Bl 
av 

"and2A· quitt; regularly. It is interesting to note that the changes in 
av 

2A and 2B1· , for the same limotint of defocusing, become much larger ,when 
av av 

higher-or'derdiffracting planes are used, illustrating clearly that these 

planes are the most severely affected when divergent incident radiation 

is used. 

For aluminum~ it is seen in Figure VIII-4 that method 2 gives a sig-

nificant overestimate (about 10%) of the anomalous parameter when the value 

of 2Bmin is chosen for the most well-defocused case. Hashimoto's method; 
2 

2Bl ,appearsto be quite a good estimate of the anomalous parameter, but 
av 

tends tmvard an overestimate as the background contribution is reduced. 

Before going into further discussion of the resul,ts obtained so far, 

it will be instructive to present some results obtained by attempts to 

determine the absorption parameters using empirical solutions to appro xi-

mate the intensity profiles obtained from dark-field micrographs. This 

is done in the next section. 
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IX.· . EMPIRICAL SOLUTIONS 

The most difficult part in obtaining solutions for the absorption 

parameters by the standard methods preceding is choosing which values will 

be solutions in light of the fact that the calculated parameters vary with 

foil thickness. What are assumed to be ab$orption constants are apparently 

not at all constant. The empirical method of solution. attempts to match 

the observed intensity profiles with assumed intensity functions for both 

the dynamical and non-dynamical electrons forming the image and these as

sumed functions would use, constant absorption parameters. 

If the .distribution of inelastic and diffuse electrons were known for.· 

a wedge-shaped foil,. it could most likely be. well-approximated by some 

suitably absorbed polynomial in t. However, it is not known and only 

guesses can be made using function$ having the same characteristics as the 

background is khown to have. One of the simplest expressions for a dif

fuse distribution of electrons would be 

G(t) 
-2Dt 

kte (IX-I) 

where k and D are constants. This is awell-behave.d function, starting 

off at t = 0 \l7ith zero intensity, exhibiting a maximum at t = 1/2D. and 

decreasing to zero again as t becomes infinite. 

In order to further match observed results, it is desirable to have 

some of the background radiation enter the dynamical beam. The prime re

quirement here would presumably be that the electrons have the same phase 

and roughly the same energy as the dynamical electrons forming the Bloch 

waves in the crystal. Then the diffuse or inelastically-"scattered electrons 
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at the recipro~al lattice point should be approximately 

G(t) "tlte:

2Dt

) (COSh 2Bt - cos 2ITt) + k 2 te-
2Dt CIX-2) . 

. -2Dt/2 tab.ng kIte from Equation (IX-I) and using it as the available in-

-2At tensity, Ie, in Equation (II-45b). 
o 

The total scattered intensity, both elastic and inelastic, would then be 

I (t) 
s 

= 

-2At 
I e 

o 

2 
(COSh 2Bt - cos 2TIt) + 

2 
(COSh 2Bt - cos 2TIt) 

(IX-3) 

The empirical expression to be solved, using the data from an intensity pro-

file tis then 

I(t) ( ) 
-2At 

I· 0 + k
1
te-2 (D-A)t e (h 2B 2) k -2Dt k 2 cos t - cos TIt. + 2te + 3 

(IX-4) 

where k3 is an additional constant introduced to account for the fogged 

emulsion level in the microphotometer trace, which may possibly be wrong 

or misread. 

The manner of solving is . similar to that presented in Section IV. 

First the extrema are given by 

I extrema 

(IX-5) 
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The dynamical.E!nvelOpe is 

I + k tee ( 
. -Z(D-A)t) -ZAt 

o 1 
(IX-6a) 

and 

I h ZB Zk ~ZDt . Zk 
.. 6 cos t + 2te + 3 (IX-6b) 

is the expression from which the anomalous absorption parameter can be deter-

mined. Each of the last two equations involves determining four unknowns, 

1
0

, k
1

, D and A in Equation (IX-6a) and k2' k
3

, D and B in Equation (IX-6b). 

Since D is involved in each equation, four points on the I curve and three 
o 

on the Ii curve are sufficient for solution. 

Figures IX-I and IX-Z show further microdensitometer traces and data 

plots from specimens D and F, respectively, whose intensity profiles were 

particularly well-developed and contained the lowest amounts of background 

of all the examples. In each of the data plots the curvature of the 16 plot 

is obvious. It is this curvature which is responsible .for the rise in ap-

parent mean parameter and in the extrapolated incident intensity with in-

creasing thickness. The points on the 16 and IE curves used to solve for 

the parameters and constants in the empirical equation are indicated on each 

data plot. 

For specimen D, the dark-field image of film-free silicon using well-

defocused illumination, the fOllowing intensity function is obtained 

I(t) 

+ 0.016 

-.550t 
e 

2 
cosh 0.30t - cos 2nt + 0.139te ( ) 

-.774t 

(IX-7) 
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(a) Microphotometer trace of example D, a dark-field 
image, with low background intensity, from the (Ill) 
planes in silicon. (b) Logarithmic-linear plot of 
extrema data versus thickness for example D. Points 
used for empirical solution are marked ~vith "X". 
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(a) Microphotometer trace of example F, a dark-field 
image, with some background intensity due to a slight 
amorphous film on the surface, from the (111) planes 
in silicon. (0) Logarithmic-linear plot of extrema 
data versus thickness for example F. Points used for 
empirical solution are marked with "XII. 
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afte~ n~rmalizing by setting I equal to unity. Figure IX-3 shows the dyn
o 

amicalenvelope obtained fro~ this expression along with the experimental 

points, from extrema on the microphotometer trace, which show excellent 

agreement over a wide range. Also included in this plot, for purposes of 

comparison, is the envelope that \ilould be obtained from the dynamical 

theory using the parameters 2A = 0.54 and 2B2 = 0.32 from Tables VII-l av 

and V111~l for specimen D; the vacuum intensity of electrons was 1. 34 times 

the value of I obtaineq in the empirical expression and this value was 
o 

used to give the maximum initial intensity for the dynamical expression, 

Equation (II-45b). 

The empirical solution for specimen F, the well-defocused dark-field 

image with a slight amorphous film, is 

(t + 0.802te-· 274t e-.
604t

)( cosh 
2 

0.38t - cos 2TIt) + 0.196te-· 878t 

- 0.016 (IX-B) 

Figure 1X-4 shows that there is poor agreement in the thin foil and excel-

lent agreement in the thick foil between experimental points and those 

given by the empirical solution. Using the dynamical equation with I 
v 

1.941 , 2A 
o av 0.66 and 2B2 = 0.39 for specimen F, an envelope is plotted 

for comparison and, as can also be seen in the previous example, the dyn-

amical theory just does not predict the correct intensities in wedge-shaped 

foils, in spite of the fact that every possible effort was made to use 

parameters in the dynamical theory which would give the largest possible 

envelopes and the greatest lifting of this envelope above the zero intensity 
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o empirical solution 
X experimental points 

dynamical theory 
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XBL 685-723 

Flots of dynamical envelopes obtained by empirical solution 
and by dynamic'al theory compared with experimental extrema 
for example D. 
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level. That is, I , the vacuum intensity of electrons, waS used although 
v . 

it was known that, in the case of example D-, II - 0.7 I (Section VI), and 
0 v 

in the case of example F, there was an amorphous film on the specimen 

which \vould significantly reduce the dynamical intensity below that in the 

vacuum. Also, the value of 2A was chosen from Table VII-l rather than 
av 

that of 2A so that the dynamical envelope would have the maximum size, 
max 

min and 2B2 was used as the maximum possible anomalous parameter. The most 

serious disagreement of eXperiment with theory is in the size of the dyn-

amical envelope in thick foils , since background intensity can arbitrarily 

be added to raise the bottom of the dynamical envelope up to the observed 

I. curve. This disagreement arises from the failure of the dynamical 
mln 

theory to account' for re-entrainment of electrons into' the dynamical en-

velope. 

It might be of interest to point out here that incident intensity 

solved for in the empirical solution for example D was three-quarters of 

the available vacuum intensity of electrons and that this agrees quite 

well with what was determined to be .a more appropriate value of the inci-

dent dynamical envelope intensity in Section' VI I I ~. 0.7 I • 
'0 v 

Attempting to match empirical solutions to known intensity profiles' 

is time-consuming and tedious and, what isrnore important, often unfruit-

ful. Of the eighteen. examples presented only the two examples mentioned 

above .\vere solvable. Perhaps the single most important requirement is 

that there be only a very small background contribution to the intensity, 

and the other examples do -not satisfy this requirement. However, these 

t\W solutions reproduce a number of features that were observed using the 

standard methods of solution. Firstly, the I~ curve is so constructed 
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that for a large region of the foil the incident intensity appears to irt-

crease because of re-entrainment of inelastic electrons. Secondly, the 

slope of the lLi curve continuously increases up to very thick foils and 

causes an apparent increase in the mean absorption parameter when it is 

defined as the rate of change of envelope size with thickness. Thirdly, 

the I. curves exhibit maximums between two and three extinction distances 
mln 

which agree with the intensity profiles. 

Even though the two specimens, D and F, used here were obtained from 

the same silicon foil using tl:].e same (Ill). diffracting planes, all the ab-

sorption parameters (2A, 2B and 2D) obtained in the empirical solutions 

are higher. for specimen F than for specimen D. Reference to Tables VII-l 

and VIII.,..l show that this is also true for the parameters determined by 

the standard methods. Since it should be expected that two-dark field 

images taken from the same foil using the same reflecting planes would 

have nearly equal mean absorption parameters, there must be some ,.,ay to 

bring the empirical results more in line. The dark-field dynamical in-

tensity function is the same, as mentioned in Section III, whether the 

incident beam is at the Bragg angle or not. The diffracted intensity is 

I (t,w) 
s 

Substituting 

-2At 
I e 

o 2Bt 

~l + 

t' = ~l + w
21 t 

Equation (IX-9) becomes 

(IX-9) 

(IX-lO) 



I (t' ,w) 
s 

,,,hich can be expressed as 

where 

I (t') 
s , 

-2A't' 
I'e 

o 

2 

I' 
o 

A' 

B' 
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2Bt' 

(COSh 2B't' - cos 2»t') 

I 
o 

A 

B 

(IX-H) 

(IX-12) 

(IX-13a) 

(IX-l3b) 

(IX-l3c) 

Equation (IX-12) is identical in form to the expression for the diffracted 

intensity at the Bragg angle, Equation (II-45b), and differences in absorp-

tion parameters between two specimens could possibly be due to one of them 

being further from the Bragg angle than the other. 

The anomalous parameter obtained by the empirical method from specimen 

F is about twenty-seven per cent larger than that obtained from specimen D, 

indicating that for specimen D (1+w2) = 1. 27 and -V 1+'-,.,2' = l.13. That is, 

due to shortening of the extinction distance by the deviation parameter 

(Equation III-la), the absorption parameters calculated, for example D, are 

calculated over distances less than the extinction distance and hence are 

smaller than the real parameters by factors of 1/{1+w2 ) or 1/ ""1+w2 '.' 

" 
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The empirical formula, Equation (IX-4), should be modified to account 

for deviation from th~ Bragg angle. as follows: 

-2A't' 

( 
':"2(D'-A')t') ( ) let') = I~ + k~t'e . e cosh 2B't' - cos 2TIt' 

2 

+k't'e-2D 't' + k (IX-14) 
2 3 

where k~ and k; are not known as explicit functions of w. Assuming k~ and 

k; are proportion.al to l~, they would be 

k' 
1 

k' 
2 

k 
1 

(1 + w2) 3/2 

(1 + w2)3/2 

(IX-lSa) 

(IX-lSb) 

For specimen D the empirical equation, adjusted to the Bragg angle,would be 

( ) 

~.62lt 

let) 1.27 +0.78lte-·
2S3t 

e 2 (COSh 0~38t - cos 2TIt) 

+ 0.199te-· 874t + .016 (IX-16) 

and, after normalizing again, 

( ) 

-.62lt 
let) 1+ 0.6lSte-·

2S3t 
e 2 (COSh 0.38t - cos 2TIt) 

+ 0.lS7te-· 874t + .013 (IX-l7) 

,vhich is in much closer correspondence with Equation (IX-8) for specimen 
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F. The If::, expression and the background expression for example Dare 

I(t)f::,D 

0.157te-· S74t 

which compare favorably with those of example F 

. . 

(1 + o.S02te-·
274t

) 

-.62lt 
e 

-.604t 
e 

0.196te-· S78t . 

(IX-lSa) 

(IX-lSb) 

(IX-19a) 

(IX-19b) 

These results are consistent. with the expected result that the back~ 

ground radiation, having less energy through inelastic collisions, has a 

larger mean absorption parameter, i.e. 2D > 2A. Furthermore, the back-

ground intensity maxima occur at t = 1/2D = 1.14 in each case and it was 

known from observations of the image profiles for silicon that the back- . 

ground intensity would have a maximum at about one extinction distance, 

so there is excellent correlation in this ·respect. Example F, with the 

slight amorphous film, has an empirical solution in which the background 

components, k1 and k2 in Equation (IX-2), are correspondingly higher than 

those for example D. Interestingly, the. fraction of diffuse electrons 

which are re-entrained, k 1/(k 1 + k2), is 0.80 for each example. Therefore, 

it appears that the (Ill) planes in silicon are able to re-entrain eighty 

per cent of the low-energy-loss diffusely scattered electrons regardless 

of the source of diffuse electrons, be it an amorphous film or the diffracting 
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crystal itself, as long as the diffuse background intensity is sufficiently 

small that well-developed dynamical envelopes occur. The preceding re-

su1ts indicate that the empirical method of solution can be very consistent 

when applied to different examples. 

Comparing the empirical results with those obtained by the standard 

methods, Tables VlI-1 and VllI-1, it can be seen that the empirically deter-

mined anomalous absorption parameters are only slightly smaller than those 

min for 2B2 and that the mean absorption parameters found for the empirical 

solutibris are quite close to 2A . For the silicon specimens, the values 
av 

, .. max . 
of 2Bl and 2A are quite large overestimates while the 2Bl values are 

max av 

quite large underestimates. 

Therefore, the empirical approach, where it is possible for it to be 

applied, yields absorption parameter data for silicon which does not ser-

ious1y disagree ,,.rith the standard method for determining the average mean 

parameter and agrees quite well with the second method for determining the 

anomalous parameter, both empirically determined parameters usually being 

somewhat smaller than' those determined by the standard methods. However, 

the empirical method is not practical to apply unless well-developed in-

tensity profiles are obtained. Also, a relatively short extinction distance 

is necessary in order to have a large number of experimental extrema on 

the intensity profile from which a solution can be obtained. Finally, since 

higher-indexed beams are less dynamical and have stronger background radia-

tion, the simple form for the background used is probably not applicable 

to these cases. 
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X. DISCUSSION 

The meaning of anomalous absorption or anomalous transmission is that, 

for a foil of a given thick~ess, more intensity is transmitted or diffracted 

.' . 
than would be expected from simple considerations of mean absorption. The 

dynamical theory of anomalous absorption indicates that anomalous intensities 

can be obtained by channeling the Type. I Bloch "t-Jave between the atom planes 

where the absorbing qualities of the crystal are significantly reduced be-

low the mean. The presence of background radiation would produce the same 

effect of raising the dynamical envelope, without changing its size, to an 

anomalously high level. However, when predicting image intensity fluctua-

tions in' a foil ~ontaining defects, a theory ascribing the anomalous process 

.. to. l>ackground would not be able to predict electrons emerging from the foil 

carrying information about the defect. The anomalous absorption theory 

contains parameters which are sensitive to phase changes and atomic distor-

tions around defects and electrons would carry information which would yield 

image profiles characteristic of crystal defects. Much indirect evidence 

exists that anomalous absorption, as specified by the theory, is present 

in the form of defect images which behave as would be predicted by the 

9-13 
theory. The results of this paper indicate that both the above methods 

of anomalous transmission exist and further indicate that a third method 

is present in that the dynamical envelope is continually being enhanced by 

re-entrainment of low-energy-loss electrons after phonon or plasmon scat-

tering. An electron suffering such a collision would have no memory of 

defects in the foil preceding its collision, yet it seems feasible that it 

would only be allowed to re-enter the dynamical beams if it has suitable 
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phase and wave vector. The re-entrant process would then be an amplifica-

tion of the existing electron wave and data about defects could be carried 

through foils even thicker than those allowed by the anomalous absorbing 

theory • 

Since dynamical ability appears to decrease with increasing order of 

reflection, the anomalous transmission ability of beams di'ffracted at great

er Bragg angles appears 'to be caused mainly through the presence of a large 

background intensity. Hence information about defects will be subject to 

a higher"noise" level and therefore less usef\,ll for detailed comparison 

, h h '1 ' f'l 33 Wlt t eoretlca lmage pro 1 es. , 

The standard method of determining the mean absorption parameter does 

not yield consistent results and is incorrect because it ignores the fact 

that the dynamical envelope is continually being fed electrons. Comparison 

of the mean parameters calculated for different diffracting planes shoHs 

that this parameter is reasonably consistent in thick foils. The empirical 

results indicate that the thi~k foil value of the average mean parameter 

determined in the standard way may be a little high but are actually reason-

ably good measurements if well-defocused images are obtained. 

,It has been shown, using specimens K and L, that the effect of diver-

gent radiation upon the measurement of the mean parameter was to change the 

envelope shape by introducing more electrons into the dynamical beams with 

the result that 2A was calculated as being quite a bit lower than the value 

obtained from well-defocused images. Divergent illumination also has far-

reaching effects upon the measurement of the anomalous parameter in that 

It is used in the definition of this parameter, i.e. for method 1 



and for method 2 

-2(A-B ), 
Ie' 1 

o 
-2A 

I e 
o 
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Il:(t + 1) 

It(t) 

cosh 2B2t 
Il:(t) 

It,(t) 

It,(t) 
(X-1) 

(X-2) 

\fuen I
o

(t)/It,(t+1) is smaller than would be expected, 2Bl is consequently 

smaller; when It,(t) 1S large for a given thickness (as in specimens K and 

L), 2B2 will be smaller than normal. Hence, although 2B2 ' is expected to 

be larger than the actual value of the'anoma1ous parameter, using divergent 

radiation is possible to underestimate,by method 2. 

The successfulness of determining the anomalous absorption parameter 

by a given method would appear to depend upon the material involved and 

the way diffuse background develops with crystal thickness. Silicon, a 

covalent material, develops a maximum diffuse intensity in a ,relatively 

thin crystal, about one extinction distance in thickness. The thick foil 

value of the anomalous parameter obtained by the second method, 2B~in, is 

only slightly larger than the value determined by empirical solutions which 

exhibited excellent correspondence with experimentally observed intensity 

profiles. The metal aluminum, on the o'ther hand, develops a diffuse in-

tensity with a maximum in moderately thick foils of about three extinction 

distances (the extinction distances for the (111) planes in both silicon 

. . 0 

and aluminum are roughly the same, being about 500 to 600A). With such 

a distribution, the aver:age thick foil value of the anomalous parameter 

obtained by method 1 appears to be the best estimate obtainable by standard 

methods, at least for low-order diffracting planes. 
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In silicon the fourth method does not appear to be usable to obtain 

the precise value of the anomalous parameter because experimental data on 

extrema intensities in foil regions before the background intensity is 

obtained cannot be determined. However, the fourth method is extremely 

valuable in proving that the phenomenon of anomalous 'transmission exists 

by allowing determinations of absorption parameters which are underestim~ 

ates. In aluminum the background intensity maximum is in a sufficiently 

thick foil that the fourth method can be used to determine the precise 

value of the anomalous parameter when micrographs are obtained using dif-

ferent amounts of, divergence in the incident beam. 

The necessity to compensate for non-Bragg incidence may be present in 

any given example since the foils were mechanically tilted to obtain the 

widest separation of fringes in the wedge-foil images and a certain amount 

of error should be expected. This means that the values calculated by a 

given method for a given crystal thickness are the minimum values obtain-

able by that method for the thickness involved; compensation for non-zero 

values of w can only increase the parameters. In Section IX it was shown 

that the empirical results for example D could be brought into close cor-

respondence with those for example F by assuming example D was not at the 

Bragg angle but had a deviation parameter such that ~1+w21= 1.13 (and 

assumingw '= 0 for example F). TTsing the same compensation factor for 

example D,' Figure X-I shows that the values of 2A and 2B2 for examples D 

and F can also be brought into closer agreement by this method. The close 

agreement in mean parameters for examples A, B, C and D would then indicate 

that all of these were not quite at the Bragg angle for the (Ill) planes 

in silicon. Example H is also not at the Bragg angle because the separations 
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6f intensity maxima match closely those for example F, indicating that the 

." extinction distances for both examnles are the same. However, it is known 

(by comparing examples K and L and by measurements in wedge-shaped foils 

containing stacking faults) that the extinction distance for the (220) 

planes in silicon is about ten per cent larger than the (111) extincti.on 

distance. Hence, for example Ii, 'Vltw2i == 1. L The mean absorption para-

meter determined for example H will not be affected, since it was presented 

relative to the (111) extinction distance, but the anomalous parameter is 

a function of wand the real parameter, obtained by a given method, shou1d 

be about tf2n per cent larger than shown in Section VIII. Except for these 

obvious cases, there usually is no choice but to assume w = 0 and any devia-

tion effects for the rest of the examples are ignored. 

Comparing diffraction from the (111) and (002) planes in the metal 

aluminum, all methods of measuring made it clear that the anomalous para-

meter decreases with increasing order of reflection. That is, referring 

to Equation (II-38b), what is changing is the parameter U' /k ,since t 
rz 0 

for the (Ill) planes is used. The ano:malous absorption length is defined 

as 1/(,' = U' /k and ign· oring changes in k with different diffracting 
g g rz ' . rz -

planes, these results indicate that the anomalous absorption length is not 

a crystal constant but increases with higher-order diffracting planes. 

The anomalous absorption effect should then tend to disappear with increas-.. 
ing Miller indices, i.e. as 2B -+ 0 (,' -+ 00. , g Also, from Equation (II-38b), 

• it can be seen that U' /U = Bin where B is the value of the anomalous para-

meter hefore modifying by multiplying by the ratio of extinction distances 

involved. The (002) extinction distance is 1. 4 times the (111) extinction 

distance in aluminum. Hence 
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0.271 

2rr 
'0.0431 

0.0453 . 

Thus the ratio of the imaginary part of the Fourier coef:Hcient of the lat-
. ",.,' . 

tice potential, U'/U, appears to be fairly constant and independent of 
g g 

the diff~acting planes. 

In silicon, empirical methods gave 2Blll =0.38. For the (220) planes, 

example H, after, correcting for w f. 0 and different extinction distances, 

the anomalous parameter would seem to be at least 2B220 = 0.50. Then 

2B
lll

/2n = 0.06 and 2B220 /2n = 0.08, indicating that, for materials with 

the diamond structure, U'/U is a strong function of di~fracting planes. 
• g g 

In comparing the results of this paper \vith the results of other in-

vestigators, it is necessary to,modify somewhat the absorption parameters. 

The mean and anomalous absorption parameters were defined in Equation (11-

38) as: 

A 

B 

nU't 
o 0 

k' 
rz 

rrU't 
g 0 

k rz 

Some investigators report the absorption parameters as coefficients: 

llO 

2rrU' 
o 

k rz 

2A 
t 

o 

(X-3a) 

(X-3b) 

(X-4a) 
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21fU' 
----..& 
k 

rz 

2B 
t 

o 
(X-4b) 

Others use the ratios of absorption lengths to the extinction distance: 

~I 
o 

t 
o 
" G~z) (t1J " (~~z) (¢.) u 

...,g 
U' 

0 

U 
...,g 
U' 

g 

1f 
A 

(X-5a) 

.!. 
B 

(X-5b) 

which are al~o the ratios of the real part of the Fourier coefficient of 

the periodic potentlal, U (used in the diffraction matrix for the t~70-
g 

beam theory) to the, imaginary parts of both the mean Fourier coefficient, 

. U , and U • . u/u' is quite often assumed to be 10 for preparation of the-
o g 

oretical profiles, however most experimental determinations are that it is 

somewhat larger. Also the parameter t I~' = B/1f is often reported. 
r 0 g 

The earliest reported results in aluminum were given by Hashimoto30 

for the (Ill) planes, at 100 kV among other voltages. His results were 

that E = U = 7.03xlO-4 A-I and t 
000 584A, hence 2A = ~ t = 0.410. av 0 0 

His anomalous .parameter was determined by method 1 in the thick foil and 

is obtained from El = 2(A-B) It, from which values of 2Bl = 0.254 to 
av 0 av 

2Bl = 0.305 can be determi~ed, increasing with increasing objective aper
av 

ture size. When compared with specimen N with 2A = 0.429, 2Bl = 0.262 
. , . av av 

and 2B'4 = 0.271, Hashimoto's results are in qUite good accord, perhaps, 

having slightly more divergence in the incident beam than was present for 

the examples used in this paper. 

31 Metherell 'and Whelan, using a Faraday cage as described in Section 
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V, have reported information about the absorption parameters determined by 

method 3 for the (111) planes in aluminum. They report that ~'it = 11.1, 
o 0 

\vhich corresponds to 2A = 0.36 and that ~'It = 33 to~' / t = 23.5, corres
gog 0 

ponding to 2B3 = 0.19 to 2B3 = 0.268, increasing with increasing objective 

aperture size. These results indicate that less well-defocused illumina-

tion ~as used to form their images than that by Hashimoto. As pointed out 

in'the experimental section, sampling the image through a 50011 aperture 

,.;rould probably necessitate a fairly \vell-focused beam in order to get an 

appreciable current of electrons in the Faraday cage. Bell, Haher and 

Thomas 13 indicated that the anomalous absorption parameter for (111) planes 

in aluminum Has 2B 0.32, and this was based on measurements made by 

method 2 on specimen M. 

Apparently, the (111) planes in silicon are avoided by most investiga-

tors because of the irregular ,spacings of these planes and the difficulty 

in strictly applying the tHo-b~am absorbing theory. Instead, absorption 

parameter measurements are usually performed using the (220) planes. Hirsch, 

34 
Hall and Booker have reported values for 11 and 611 obtained by measure-

, . 0 g 

ments on thickness fringes for the (220) reflection, using method 1 for 

611. These results indicate ,that the mean parameter increases by up to 
, g 

1. 3 times and the anomalous parameter increases up to 1. 6 times those valt:es 

obtained for the intrinsic material Hhen the material was doped. No value 

for - the (220) extinction distance ,vas presented and it is therefore not 

possible to transform their results into meaningful correspondence Hith 

the results of this thesis. 35 
However, Booker (Ph.D. Thesis) indicated 

that his neasurem2nts on silicon vielded t /E,' = 0.092 and t /~' = 0.028 
- 0 -0 0 g 

to 0.046, increasing with increasing o~jective aperture size. Before 
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comparing these results with those obtained in this paper, it is necessary 

to emphasize that all results previously presented were with respect to 

the extinction distance for the (111) planes, in both silicon and aluminum, 
\ 

in order to obtain meaningful comparisons for the different reflecting 

planes on the same wedge-shaped foil. Booker's results must then be mul

tiplied by the ratio of the two extinction distances I to Ilu/ I to 1 220 

1/1.1 = 0.91. Booker's results can then be transformed into 2A 0.525 

and 2B = 0.160 to 0.263, all of which are greatly lower than 2A = 0.670 av 
" min .' 
2B2 = 0.54, 2Bl = 0.425, and 2B" > 0.40, obtained for specimen H, the 

. av .,. 

well-defocused (220) dark-field example, bu,t not as low as 2A = 0.254 
av 

and 2B . = 0.065 obtained for specimen L, the poorly-defocused (220) dark
lav ... 

field specimen containing a large amount of divergent incident radiation. 

Booker's low results are probably due to the presence of divergence in the 

inciden t beam. 

Very few investigators include the intensity profiles from which their 

absorption parameters are obtained. Undoubtedly it would be easier for 3 

reader to evaluate the worth of the results by observing the approximate 

f b k d d · . H' h' 30 . d b d amOt-lnt 0 ac groun ra latlon present. as lmoto, mentlone a ove, an 

Karoiya,19 mentioned belmv, have done so and their profiles of the total 

dark-field intensities are quite often well-developed, but occasionally 

exhibit large background intensities due to somewhat divergent incident 

illuminations. The other investigators mentioned herein do not present 

intensity profiles and their results must be interpreted in light of the 

results of this paper about the effect of background upon the measured 

parameters and the methods used. 

W · b 18 . 1 .. bl d atana e, uSlng an energy se ectlng mlcroscope, was a .. e to stu'Y 
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the mean absorption parameter in alumin'um at 75 kV. The mean absorption 
,. 

parameter, 1].1 I (determined by measuring 2A ), in the normal dark-field 
o . av 

image, was in every case lower than that, ].1 , in the "no-loss" image. 
o 

That is, by spreading the electrons which pass through the foil out accord-

ing to their energies, all 75 kV electrons are deflected the same amount 

and others, having suffered energy losses through plasmon and other inelas-

tic collisions, are deflected by different amounts, forming ~ spectrum 
. , 

from ,,,hich the intensity profiles of electrons having lost from zero to 

about fifty electron volts of their originaleriergies of seventy-five 

thousand electron volts. The no-loss parameter,].1o' was relatively inde

pendent of the deviation parameter ''', while IlJ I was. not. The maximum 
o 

difference in the two parameters occurs at the Bragg angle or w, = 0 and, 

although it was reported that ].10 was about 1.4 times 1].1 I, the accompany-
0 

ing data plot showed, as Cundy, Metherell and Hhelan 
36 

pointed out, that 

this ratio was more nearly 1. 7. The results of this paper that 2A and 

2A increased with decreasing background are in accord with these results. av 

Cundy, Metherell and ~fuelan used Watanabe's results to prove that].1 = 
o 

1'].1 I + A -1 lv-here A is the mean free path length for plasmon excitation 
'0 

by 75 kV electrons, a parameter which they claim they can show theoretically 

to change with wand remain in accord with Watanabe's results when w ~ o. 

The postulates of these last authors seem to be incredulous since 1].10 1 or 

2A changes 'with both thickness and degree of 'divergence of the incident 

beam and A must then also change with these quantities in order to give 

a uniform value of ].1 . 
o 

Using the chromatic aberration of the electron microscope itself, 

Kamiva
19 

\Vas able to separate the various energies of the electrons forming 

j 

t>, 
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a dark~field image of MgO crystals using 50 kV electrons. 1m comparing 

the no-loss data to that for the total scattered intensity, results similar 

to ~\Tatanabe' s in aluminum were obtained. ~ (using 2A ) was found to be 
o av 

from 1.1 to 1.4 times are large as I~ I. Without energy-loss data he con
a 

37 eluded, as did Watanabe, Fukuhara and Kohra, that the anomalous absorp-

tioD. parameter was not determinable because the intensity profile did not 

agree with the intensity formula of the dynamical theory., The no-loss 

intensity profile, however, yielded an intensity profile free of most in-

elastic radiation from which a consistent value of the anomalous parameter 

,could be obtain~d. 

At first, this last method might seem to be the most fruitful and 

least open to criticism of all methods for obtaining the anomalous para-

meter, since by observing only the no-loss electrons, the effects of in:-

elastic scattering would be ~lso completely eliminated except for a small, 

amount of phonon scattering. However, the results presented by Kamiya 

for four specimens using the (200) reflection in MgO show large amounts 

of inconsistency. The anomalous pa'rameter 1I~ varied from 0.86xlO- 3 to 

1.37·xlO- 3 A-I, the ratio 1I~/~ varied from 0.35 to 0.76, and the ratio 
o 

u'/u varied from 0.058 to 0.105, indicating that even this method is not 

infallible. 

Although Kamiya was unwilling to at,tempt to determine the anomalous 

parameter from the total intensity profile by an application of t1)e dyn~ 

amical theory; he' noted that the IE curve could quite often be approximated 

by a straight line and postulate a new absorption parameter, 11J eff I, to 

explain the behavior, i.e. IE = Ae-I~efflt. This is essentially the ap-

proach of method 1 and I~effl is equivalent to 2(A-B )/t. 
av 0 

The ratios 
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u'/u obtainable then vary from 0.055 to 0.077, representing from 93% to 

64% of the ratios obtained from the no-loss profile. Again it can be seen 

that method 1 underestimates, to some degree, the anomalous parameter. 

Surprisingly the most consistent measurements were obtained from the 

total intensity profiles rather than the no-loss profiles. Kamiya's method 

for obtaining the mean parameter was to determine 2A from the slope of 
av 

the 16 curve and in this way no change of the mean parameter with thickness 

would be reported and no note of the fact that the 16 curve and the total 

intensity would be continually supplemented by inelastic electrons, even 

though it was realized that the apparent mean parameter was lowered because 

of inelastic contributions to the image. The data points on the 16 and 

IL are presented for one experiment for both the total intensity and the 

no-l03s intensity, and' a very significant point was overlooked or ignored 

by Kamiya. From the straight-line 16 curves, values of 10 can be obtained 

for both intensity profiles; they are about 15.8 (arbitrary units) for 

the total profile and about 13.4 for the no-loss profile. This confirms 

the results of this paper that the apparent incident intensity is increased 

by the inelastic radiation. However, these incident intensities would re-

quire an incident inelastic intensity of about 18% of the elastic intensity. 

That is, inelastic electrons must be present before any inelastic collisions 

occur according to Kamiya's data. Since this is not possible, it proves the 

16 curve for the total profile must have noticeable curvature in the thin 

regions of the foil and that the apparent mean parameter and the apparent 

incident intensity must of necessity increase with thickness. The failure 

of Kamiya' s data to show this probably arises through incorrect interpola-

tions of points used to determine the 16 curve. 
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It has been mentioned above that a number of investigators have found 

that the anomalous absorption parameter, determined by methods 1 and 3, 

d . h d . b' .. . Metherell and Whe1an31 
ecreases Wlt ecreaslng 0 Jectlve aperture Slze. 

have shown that there is a reasonably linear relationship between aperture 

angle and experimentally-determined ~'/t. The aperture angie is the angle 
g 0 

subtended by the objective aperture when centered about a diffraction pat-

tern spot. Not only radiation diffracted through the Bragg angle enters 

the aperture, but also diffuse radiation at angles greater or less than 

the Bragg as limited by the size of the aperture. As the aperture size is 

decreased, the overall diffuse contribution is decreased. This method of 

limiting background is by nature different from that of defocusing the con-

denser lens. In the defocusing method, the background passing through a 

given aperture is changed and the intensity of diffuse radiation is altered 

without necessarily affecting the distribution. A change in aperture size 

will affect both the distribution and intensity of the background radia-

tion for a given amount of defocusing. It is not possible to know the 

details with which the images were obtained, but one possible mechanism 

explaining the results is as follows. Image intensities are usually ad-

justed so that a given exposure time is possible; the intensities are 

estimated by eye or by an exposure meter. With a large objective aper-

ture more electrons contribute to the image and the incident beam must be 

defocused more to obtain the same intensity as that in an image obtained 

using a small objective aperture, that is, to obtain the same exposure 

level, the incident beam must be less divergent. With less d~vergent in-

cident radiation the anomalous parameter, determined by method 1, is higher; 

this is in qualitative agreement with experimental. observations. Alternately, 
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method 1 is generally expected to give an underestimate; the underestimate 

appears to be larger with smaller objective aperture size. It may be that 

method 1 gives a more reasonable result with larger objective aperture size 

f 

by producing a background which is a relatively constant percentage of the 

Ii: curve in thicker foils, and hence reduces the error term in Equation 

(IV-9c) . 

A third possible cause for the experimental results cited can be il~ 

lustrated using the intensity formula for· the empirical solution given in 

Section IX, which was shown to be quite applicable to specimen D. The 

empirical formula for the dark-field intensity is 

using unit incident intensity and the absorption parameters found for speci-

men D. By varying the constants k
1

, k2' and k3' the relative amount of 

background radiation and its distribution can be changed. Figures X-2 (a) 

to (i) illustrate the absorption parameters deterritined by the different 

methods and the manner in which they change with changing constants in 

Equation (X-4). Figure X-2a is the case where there is no background 

present; the absorption parameters 2A, 2B2 , 2B3 and 2B4 are constant func

tions of thickness and 2Bl approaches the correct value of the anomalous. 

parameter in the thick foil regions. When the diffuse absorbed background 

is introduced, with no constant component (k
3 

= 0), at levels which, in 

Figures X-2(b) and (c), are two times and ten times greater, respectively, 

than that found in the empirical solution for example D, the effect upon 

the measured parameters is apparent. The mean parameter, 2A, is lowered 

.... 
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increasingly, in thin foils, with increasing background; 2B2 is raised 

and the thick voil values of 2B 1 and 2B3 are lowered. 2B4 is raised slight

ly because !J.G = 2G(1) - 2G(2) is slightly negative and with the shortened 

extinction distance of example D, the maximum background occurs at t = 1.3. 

~.Jhen the cons-tant component of background, k3' is changed without 

changing kl and k2' 2A and 2B4 are unaffected while2B 1 , 2B2 ; and 2B3 are 

all lowered with decreasing k 3• This is illustrated in Figures X-2(d)-(f) 

using the values of kl and k2 found empirically for example D (correspond

ing to relatively low background radiation and a well-defocused incident 

beam) and in Figures X-2 (g)- (~) using ten times the background amounts but 

allowing no re-entrainment of electrons (k
1 

= 0). 

It may then well be that by using smaller objective apertures the con-

stant background contribution to the image is changed significantly leading 

to the results that other investigators have obtained. If the diffuse 

background in the vicinity of the reciprocal lattice point is primarily 

due to a surface film or x-ray generation in the specimen, then such an 

effect would be observed. The most convincing result that this is the 

case is the fact that the measured mean parameter is not affected by chang-

ing k3' the constant component of the background. This is precisely what 

. 30 31 35 Hashlmoto, Metherell and ~elan and Booker have observed, that the 

mean parameter is not affected by the objective aperture size while the 

anomalous parameter is. Plotting the data for 2B~ax from Figure X-2 as 

~~/to versus the square root of k3 (the root.of k3 would correspond to 

the root of the aperture area, hence the aperture angle for small angles), 

it is shown in Figure X-3 that very good linear relations exist, particu1ar-

1y in the plot simulating highly divergent radiation. This is precisely 
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in a manner which increases with increasing non-dyna
mical background intensity. 
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the behavior Metherell and Whelan observed plotting i;;' It versus aperture 
'g 0 

angle. They, however, assumed that the extrapolated value at zero aper-

ture angle was the true value of ~'It , whereas it is shown here that for 
. g 0 

zero constant background radiation, the value of ~'/tis actually the 
g 0 

worst approximation that can .be made unless the divergent background is 

very sinall. 

For the (111) planes in aluminum, 2B4f2'IT = 23. Hashimoto's 3Q results 

for ~'/t vary from 25 to 21 using successively larger apertures, illustrat
g 0 

ing that his method (2B i ), in this material is quite good if well'-defocused 
av 

illumination is used. 
" 31 

Metherell and Whelan obtained an extrapolated 

value of ~'/t " at zero· aperture angle of 33 and values which decreased to 
g 0 

24 (using the largest available aperture) following a curve quite similar 

to the upper curve in Figure X-3. Their results were quite probably in-

fluenced by large background intensities. 

35 Booker's results for the (220) planes in silicon correspond to 

values for ~'/t of 36, using the smallest aperture, to 22 using the larg
g 0 

est. The results obtained for th"ese (220) planes in this thesis"' indicate 

that~'/t should be about 13 to 16, thus Booker's results 'indicate a high 
g 0 

level of background intensity in his images. 

It might be mentioned here that Booker35 determined his measurements 

to be reasonably estimated by preparing theoretical image profiles for stack-

ing faults using different values for the absorption parameters and com-

paring his densitometer traces of stacking fault image intensities using 

the (220) reflection in silicon. He then chose the set of absorption para-

meters which effected the best correspondence. Not much can be said ex-

cept that it is a semi-empirical method which gives absorption parameters 
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significantly smaller than the empirical method presented in this paper. 

However, matching images containing strong background would probably re-

quire lower parameters. 

H 'd 'h38 'b th ' 1 b ' ff ' h el enrelC ascrl es e anoma ous a sorptlon e ect, l.e., t e 

raising of the dynamical envelope, solely to the inelastic or eigenloss 

electrons. He suggests that intensity of inelastically-scattered elec-

trons is given by: 

I eX-5) 

This gives not only a background function similar to that proposed for 

the empirical solution, but also impresses a ripple upon it to account for 

the oscillatory behavior of the inelastic electrons. No anomalous absorp-

tion parameter exists or is needed to explain the observed behavior of in-

tensity profiles according to his thinking. However, such an approach is 

a gross oversimplification and would not account for other experimentally 

verified predictions of the dynamical theory including anomalous absorp

tion. Also, as Kamiya19 pointed out, such a function predicts a relative 

minimum in the inelastic profile every half extinction distance whereas 

in practice they occur every full extinction distance just as in the no-

loss profile. 

The effect of background radiation has been discussed but its im-

portance cannot be oyer-emphasized. The experimentally-determined values 

of both absorption parameters depend upon the amount of background present 

and, in consequence, upon foil thickness and the degree of divergence of 
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the incident beam. Sinc~ larger objective apertures do not introduce any 

more dynamical electrons into the image, the mean absorption parameter is 

independent of the aperture angle, a fact experimentally verified by a 

number of investigators. However, the apparent anomalous parameter is 

dependent upon the objective aperture size. Most investigators feel that 

smaller apertures give the better approximation to the true value of the 

anomalous parameter. HO\vever, considering the methods of measurement 

(methods 1 or 3), it is felt that the larger apertures should be used to 

obtain better approximations to the real parameter. 

No reported evidence exists duplicating Kamiya's results for silicon 

and aluminum. Experiments using energy selecting microscopes should be 

performed and the no-loss images for 100 kV electrons studied to determine 

more exactly the real absorption parameters and how they compare with the 

present results of this and other auth~rs. 
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XI. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The phenomenon of anomalous absorption of electrons in crystals 

exists and is manifested in three different ways: 

a) The least useful is through the presence of background 

radiation of a diffuse nature; 

b) More useful is that predicted by the dynamical theory 

of electron diffraction is absorbing crystals where-

by different Bloch waves suffer different amounts of 

absorption. 

c) Perhaps even more useful is an amplification of the 

size of the dynamical envelope due to re-entrainment 

of inelastically scattered electrons. 

2. The mean absorption length, ~~, is a crystal constant and indepen-

dent of the diffracting planes. 

3. . Higher-indexed beams behave less dynamically in diffracting an 

incident beam than do low-indexed beams, mainly because of inherent diver-

gence in the incident beam. 

4. The intensity of electrons representing I in the dynamical theory 
o 

e 
is undeterminably and actually meaningless since electrons are continuously 

fed into the dynamical beams. 

5. Of the three standard methods for determining the anomalous ab-

sorption parameter used in the dynamical theory, the one yielding the most 

nearly correct value will depend primarily upon the diffuse background 

level and distribution and,in particular, the·location of the background 
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intensity maximum. Hence the applicability of a given method depends upon· 

6. In silicon, with a background maximum in the very thin region of 

the foil, the lowest value obtainable by the second method is only a few 

percent hig~er than the real value of the anomalous parameter. 

7. In aluminum, with a background maximum in mod~rately thick foils, 

the average value of the anomalous parameter obtained by the. first method 

is quite a good esimtate if well~defocused illumination is used, but may 

yield either underestimates or overestimates of a few percent. 

8. Methods 1 and 3 are equivalent in thick foils and do not necess-

arily yield results which are representative of the true absorption para-

meter. 

9. The fourth method not only can prove the existence of the anomalous 

parameter, but can also be used to determine the value of this parameter 

by compensating for background radiation. 

10. Under suitable circumstances empirical methods can be used to cal-

culate the absorption parameters. 

11. The ratios of mean absorption length to extinction-distance for 

(Ill) planes in silicon and aluminum are about 9.4 and 15.1 respectively; 

r_since ~' is constant, the ratios for different diffracting planes can be 
I 0 

obtained by. multiplying these values by the relative extinction distance~ 

involved. 

12. The anomalous absorption length, ~', is not a crystal constant, 
g 

but depends upon the diffracting planes. ~'/t for the (111) planes in 
g 0 
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silicon and aluminum are about 16.5 and 23.2, respectively. 

13. The rat::i.o. of the imaginary part of the Fourier coefficient. of 

the periodic potential to the real part, u'/u , in aluminum, is 0~0431 for 
g g 

the (111) planes and 0.~45l for the (002) planes. Thus this parameter is 

reasonably constant for a crystal with a simple crystal structure such as 

fcc. 

14. In silicon u'/u . is about O. 062 f~r the (Ill) planes and about· 
g g 

0.080 for the (220f planes. Thus this parameter depends upon the stacking 

sequences of, the atom planes, whether it is irregular or regular. 

15. Divergence in 'the incident beam can cause absorption parameters 

to be calculated which are much lower than the actual values of the para-

meters. 

16. The absorption parameters, when determined by the standard methods 

obtained from the dynamical expressions ,change with thickness, with the 

level of diffuse background, and the degree of defocusing of the incident 

beam. 
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